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Preface
In recent years, proposals for hmar and Mars missions have proliferated. A common feature
of many of these proposals is a large aerobrake that would engender significant radiative heating
during the atmospheric pass. These large aerobrakes are intended to perform their maneuvers at
high altitude; therefore, tile flow may be in thermochemieal nonequilibrium for all or at least a
significant part of the trajectory. Existing equilibrium radiative heating codes are not well suited
to this pro//lem. Existing nonequilihriuIn radiative heating codes haw_ been considered either too
costly (NEQAIR, ref. 1) or too approximate (Viscous Shock Layer, RAD/EQUIL, ref. 2) for use in
coupled solutions of this type of flow field.
The objective of this work is to describe a new method for efficiently predicting thermal radiation
effects on vehicles flying through the rarefied upper layers of the atmosphere where thermochemical
nonequilibrium flow occurs.
The Langley Optimized RAdiat.iw_ Nonequilihrimn (LORAN) code was developed for this
purpose. The LORAN code includes atomic homl(t-bomld, btmnd-free, and fi'ee-free transitions
as well as molecular band radiation. Radiative cooling effects ean be treated if the LORAN code
is coupled with a flow-field (:ode. The Langley Aerothermodynanfic Upwind Relaxation Algorithm
(LAURA) code w_ks used for that purpose in the development of LORAN. To achiew' an efficient
computation, spectral approximations and optimization are introdueed and controlled by a few
parameters in the code. To fllrther reduce comt)utation time, a radiation subgrid is selected.
This user's manual presents a review of the theory on which the LOI/AN code is based and is
followed by a t)raet;ical discussion of the implementation in a FORTRAN code. Descriptions of the
input and output files and the run-time options are also provided. The manual should benefit both
the occasional user of the LORAN code and those who wish to use it. as a starting point for further
modeling enhancements.
Part of the information presented in this report was included in a thesis entitled "Nonequilibrium
Radiative Heating Predictioi| Method for Aeroassist Flowfiehts with Coupling to Flowfield Solvers"
submitted by Lin C. Ha.rtung in partial flflfilhnent of the requirements for the Degree of Doctor
of I)hilosophy in Aerospace Engineering, North Carolina State Univ('rsity, t/aleigh, North Carolina,
April 1991.
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THEORY
1. Radiation Theory
Predicting tile emission and absorption of thermal radiation ill a gas involves computing the
transitions between various energy levels ill the atoms and molecules. Tile resulting complete
spectral variation of emission and absorption is contained ill the absorption coefficient _v and the
emission coefficient .ed,. The absorption coefficient is obtained from the product of tile t)opulation
density Nn of energy level n and its radiation absorption cross section ovn, summed over all the
energy levels available. Thus,
_u = _ Nlo,d (1)
l
where l is the absorbing levels. The spontaneous emission coefficient is found from a similar
expression ill which the amount of energy emitted huul also appears, and the absorption cross
section is replaced by the transition probability for emission A_d ill which u and l denote the
upper and lower energy levels, respeclively. Thus,
'lC = Z Nu Z huulAul (2)
u l
where u is the emitting levels. These expressions and the relnainder of the development in this
section are written for a single species to simplifv the notation. For a gas mixture such as air,
properties are computed for each species and are added to obtain tile mixture properties (i.e.,
_/_ ---- Z._ /_/_,S"
In equilibrium gases, the electronic energy-level populations are determined as a fimction of a
uniquely defined equilibrium temperature according to a Boltzmalm distribution. The rotational
and vibrational energy levels of each electronic state of a molecule are populated according to
the equilibrium partition fimction. Equilibrium relations exist between species concentrations.
All these equilibrium equations allow radiative properties to be referenced to temperature and to
the concentrations of a few nmjor species, thereby allowing the development of simple radiation
step models. Also, under equilibriunl conditions, the at)sorption and emission coefticients are
related according to Kirchhoff's law, so that equation (2) is not needed.
hi nonequilibrium gases, these simple relations for the energy-state populations and species
concentrations no longer apply. The problem now is to determine the nonequilibrium populations
of each energy level. The rotational and vibrational states in a molecule may be assunled
populated according to distinct rotational aim vibrational temperatures Tr and T_,, respectively,
if the excitation/de-excitation mechanisms among the states of these energy modes are faust.
enough. If these mechanisnls are not effectively instantaneous with respect, to the time scales
of the flow, filrther separation of energy modes is required. Generally, Tr and Tr adequately
describe the respective energy modes in most hypersonic flows. The electronic states, however,
being more widely separated, equilibrate more slowly, so that a single electronic temperature
may be a bad assumption, even within a single species. In this situation the electronic energy-
level populations in the absorption and emission coefficients must be calculated individually
at every spatial and frequency point according to the specific local conditions. The emission
coefficient cannot be calculated from the Kirchhoff relation between absorption and emission.
Tile radiative cross sect.ions, however, depend only on the configuration of an individual atom
or molecule and are the same for equilibrium and nonequilibrium conditions. Tile necessary
expressions for the nonequilibrium absorption and emission coefficients of the various radiative
transitions are developed below without employing equilibrium relations.
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Figure 1. Distribution of spectral points fi)r atomic line.
Most radiation work has historically been done in the Gaussian system of units. This system
introduces tile particular oddity of measuring the electron charge in statcoulombs. As this
particular unit of measure is not commonly used in engineering, some of what follows may be
confusing. To clarify the situation, relevant information on the Gaussian system is provided in
appendix A.
1.1. Atomic Mechanisms
Atomic radiation involves transitions of electrons in bound or free states of an atom.
Computing the radiation from atomic mechanisms requires knowledge of the energy levels of
each atomic species. Many electronic energy levels occur in a typical atom and these must be
modeled by a manageable set of inputs. To reduce bookkeeping and complexity, a common
practice is to group neighboring energy levels into one lumped level along with an appropriate
overall degeneracy. This practice has been adopted here. The grouped levels from the Park
quasi-steady-state (QSS) method (ref. 1) are used for nitrogen and oxygen atoms (22 levels for
atomic nitrogen, 19 levels for atomic oxygen), yielding values for the principal quantum number
n and the energy level En for each level.
1.1.1. Bound-Bound Transitions
Bound-bound or atomic line transitions are those between bound electronic levels of atomic
species. The method used in the present study for computing bound-bound transitions is adapted
from that developed by Nicolet (ref. 2) for the RAD/EQUIL code. This model resolves an atomic
line by distributing an odd number of spectral points starting from the line center as shown in
figure 1. Following the Nicolet development, with modifications required for nonequilibrium, the
absorption coefficient in a line is given by
7re2
toy = -- ftuNtb(v, ge, Tt, Te, . . .) (3)
mc
where fl,, is the oscillator strength of the transition, N l is tile population density of tile lower
state of tile transition, anti b is tile line shape function that may depend oil many variables. The
constants e, m, and c are tile electron charge, electron mass, and speed of light, respectively.
The line shape is a nornlalized function that can be described by one of several theoretical
models depending on tile predominant broadening mechanism. The Lorentz shape describes
lines in which Stark broadening by electron impact donfinates, as is often the case for heavy
atomic species. This line sllape is given as
b. = " 'S/rr (4)
(,, _ ,,eL)2 + ( S)2
where the dependence of b on the gas conditions has been omitted. Here, 7 S is the Stark half-
width at. half-maximum (HWHM) and UCL is tile frequency of the line center. The HV(HM is
tile half-width of the line at half its height., a common descriptor for line shapes.
Stark HWHM's have been calculated by various authors, inost notably Griem. (See ref. 3.)
Page et al. (rcf. 4) noted that these line widths vary with a power 7_ of the electron kinetic
temperature Te as
thus allowing use of a single input reference fl)r Stark broadening "Yi_', which is the HWHM per
electron at the reference temperature T(i (10 000 K here). The assmnption of a linear dependence
on the electron nnmber density Ne is lint)licit in equation (5) and follows reference 5. The values
of 7{)" and 7_ for the important lines treated in the LOI/AN code are included in the input files.
The mechanism of resonance broadening yields Lorentz line shapes a,s well. This mechanism
may exceed Stark broadening for situations with low ionization. Resonance broadening occurs
when radiating and perturbing particles are of the same type and uncharged (so Stark broadening
does not occur). When tile perturbers have the same natural frequency _s the radiators, a
resonance effect produces strong coupling between them and results in a wider frequency spread
(i.e., resonance broadening). This effect is important only when sufficient particles are in the
appropriate initial state, generally when the initial state has a low-lying energy level. The
RAD/EQUIL code, in fact, included this contribution only for a few lines with low-lying lower
states. For completeness in nonequilibrium heating, the LORAN code computes it for all lines.
Hunt and Sibulkin (ref. ,5) give tile approximate HWHM _usI
2 R
.,//? _37r(_/'_1/2 ez f /_ "_
\ gu / 27rm_R ] Na
(6)
where Na is the number of perturbing atoms per unit volume (i.e., tile number of atoms in the
lower state of the line transition) and gl and gu are the degeneracies of the lower and upper
states, respectively. The effective Lorentz line width is the sum of 7 S and ,,/R. (See ref. 6.)
The second line shape is the Doppler profile, which describes line broadening due to thermal
motion of the atoms. This Gaussian line shape is given as
[ 1b,, .yD V rr exp - (7)= (.yD)2
1 The 1/2 power on gl/gu was omitted in Nicolet. (See ref. 2.) Also note that the RAD/EQUIL code contains an extra
91 factor, which results from a different treatment of Na.
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The DopplerHWHM is givenby
"7D __ uC.L _/2kTt ln 2
c v ms (S)
where k is Boltzmann's constant and ms is the mass of the radiating species s. The temperature
is the heavy-particle translational temperature Tt that is due to the thermal motion of the atoms.
The Lorentz and Doppler line shapes are different, so that these two line widths cannot
simply be added. Convolution leads to a Voigt line shape combining the two types of effects
but requiring significantly more computation. Faster approximations to the Voigt line shape
have been developed in recent years. The LORAN code applies an approximation developed by
Whiting (ref. 7) if this additional accuracy is desired. This approximation gives the Voigt profile
within 5 percent everywhere. The Voigt line width is computed fi'om ,,/L and _D according to
reference 8. If more approximate results are acceptable, both Lorentz and Doppler line shapes
are computed, and the largest of bL and bD at each frequency point is used.
After the appropriate line shape is calculated at each spatial grid point, the absorption
coefficient in a line can be computed from equation (3) and from input data for the oscillator
strength and line width and the predicted nonequilibrium energy-level populations.
The total radiative enfission from an atonfic line into all directions (ref. 9) is given by
Je t = NuhuulAul (9)
where Aul is the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission of the transition from the upper
atonfic energy level u to the lower level 1. Detailed balancing relates Aul to the absorption
oscillator strength fl_, (ref. 9) as follows:
Au I _ 87r2e2 gl 2
inca g,, u_'lflT' (10)
Combining these two equations leads to the spectral emission coefficient for bound-bound atomic
transitions (now per steradian). The line shape b is the same as that for absorption.
27the2 gt u3lfluNub(u, Ne, Tt, T, ..... ) (11)
j_- me 3 g_,
When the electronic state populations are in equilibrium, the expressions for the bound-bound
absorption and emission coefficients satisfy Kirchhoff's law, the appropriate limiting form.
1.I.2. Bound-Free Transitions
Atomic b(mnd-free or photoionization transitions involve a bound electron being detached
from an atom by an incoming photon or the reverse process of radiative electron capture. A
model for bound-free transitions can be developed by assuming a hydrogen-like atom. A good
source of such a development for an equilibrium gas is Zeldovieh and Raizer. (See ref. 9, eh. 5,
sec. 5.) The radiative cross sections developed there also apply to nonequilibrium because the
configuration of an atom in a particular excited state is unchanged whether the gas around it is
in equilibrium or nonequilibrium. Prom that reference, therefore, the cross section for an atomic
energy level n is
1 32_4mZ4elOQe+l
aun = v#_ 3u3ch6nag n (12)
whereZ is the charge number (Z = 1 for neutral species) and h is Planck's constant. Note that
in this expression the electronic partition function of the ion has not been assumed equal to 1,
ms was done in reference 9. Further, the degeneracy has not been replaced in the denominator
by using the hydrogenic model. For grouped or lumped electronic levels, the hydrogenic model
does not correctly describe the degeneracy.
Once the cross section is obtained, the spectral absorption coefficient can be computed for
the bound-free process, given the nonequilibrium populations of the electronic energy levels of
the atom. The relation is
OG
The lower limit n* indicates the photoionization threshold and is the lowest atomic energy level
froIn which a photon of frequency u can detach an electron. The upper limit in practice has a
finite value corresponding to ionization of the atom.
Although quite accurate, equation (12) can be lint)roved filrther. In particular, a correction
from quantum mechanics (ref. 9, p. 266), sometimes called a Gaunt factor, may t)e apt)lied to
it. The approximate factor developed by Biberman (ref. 10) for low-energy photons has t)(,en
apI)lied here. Although only an average correction that was derived for thermal e(tuilit)rium
conditions, tile approximate factor nevertheless provides reas(mal)le results for the tt(_w-[i(q(t
conditions exanfined so far. More d('tailed Gaunt factors may t)e awfilable from other sources
which aI)ply better to nonequilibrium flows. However, these factors require substantially more
work for a marginal imt)rovement in the results t)ecause the or(ter of magnitude of tim corre('lion
does not change. Therefore, inclusi()n of such detailed Gaunt factors has been (teferred.
Also significant is the error in this expression for low quantum stales near lhe gr()und atomic
state where the hydrogen-like assunll)li()n is invalid. For many aloms, lhe cross s('cli(m of lhe
ground stat.e is well-known from (,xperimentaI (tata. This information is used for transilions
involving the ground state instead of the value t)r('dict(_d 1)y e(luation (12).
BomM-free emission results from the capture of a fre(_ electr()ll till() all loll. The cr()ss s(,cti(m
for this process is given t)y Z('ldovich and Raizer (ref. 9) as
1287r 1 Zlc 10
or,.,, - 3v/5 mc:_h_v2_{h, (11)
where v is the initial speed of l he captured electron. The numl)er r_. of such cat)lures into the
nth energy level for electrons with st)ee(ts t)etw('(m v and v + dv per unit volum(' per mill lime
is
'ttc= N+ N_ f(v) dv vcrc,, (15)
The electron speeds follow the (tistril)ution function f(v). which is assumed 1() be a Nlaxwell
distribution in equilibrium at the (q(_ctr(m t ranslatioiml t(,mp(_rature 7_. (The validity of this
assumI)ti()n in a plasma with Debye etf(,cts may t)e a candidate for furth('r investigation.) The
energy emitted hu_d, where tile subscrit)t u now (It,notes the free state, is given by the stun ()f
the initial kinetic energy of the eleclron and the net energy required to reionize it from the final
energy level I.
mv 2
hu,d -- + (I 12/) (16)2
where I is the ground-state ionizati(m potential and E I is the energy of the t)(mnd level and
is measured from the ground atomic state. This equation is solved for v 2 and substituted to
eliminate v in favor of the frequency u in equations (14) and (15).
After thesepiecesarecombined,the emissioncoefficientfor bound-freetransitionsis found
from
jedu= Z _--_h'ulncdu (17)
l
where 1 is now the final levels. The complete expression is
Jue = 1287r4Z4el°3v_m 2c3h2N+Ne ( m_)3/2 n_-_ax 1_ exp[-(hu-I+El)/kTe ] (18)
nmin
The lower limit on the summation corresponds to capture of a zero-energy electron; rtrnin is
determined for each frequency by setting v to zero in equation (16). The upper limit is
determined by ionization of the atom. A quantum correction to this result is needed as discussed
above. The Gaunt factor used for emission is identical to that for absorption.
When the electronic state populations are in equilibrium with the free electrons, the
nonequilibrium absorption and emission coefficients developed here for bound-free transitions
satisfy Kirchhoff's law, as required.
1.1.3. Free-Free Transitions
Atomic free-free transitions, also called bremsstrahlung radiation, result when a free electron
passing near a heavy particle is decelerated and gives off energy in the form of radiation. Such
radiation cannot occur in electron-electron collisions because momentum and energy cannot
both be conserved. (See ref. 6, p. 137.) In fact, only transitions due to a nearby atomic ion are
considered here. Free-free transitions caused by neutral atoms and molecules are assumed to be
negligible because the cross sections are generally one or two orders of magnitude less. (See ref. 9,
p. 256.) A model for free-free transitions can also be developed using semiclassical methods.
Zeldovich and Raizer (ref. 9, ell. 5, see. 3) is again a good source. The result they obtained can
be rederived without using equilibrium assumptions except for a Maxwell distribution of the
energies of the free electrons at Te. In this case, the only change in the result is that Te replaces
T. The equation for the free-free absorption coefficient can therefore be written as
4( 271 '_1/2 Z2e 6 N
_"=3 3,_Te] t_ 3 + Ne (19)
where N+ is the concentration of the appropriate ion. This result could also be modified by a
quantmn correction, but the effect is minimal for the conditions in typical hypersonic flow fields.
Free-free transitions are a special case in nonequilibrium gases because they involve only
free electrons (the effect on the energy of the ion is negligible). Free electrons are assumed
to equilibrate rapidly to some Te; thus, Kirchhoff's law and the development of the emission
coefficient lead to the same result,
8( 27v "_l/2 Z2e 6
.c= N+N_ exp(-hu/kTe) (20)
3, 3 \ 3mkT_ / mc 3
so that as Te ---' T, the equilibrium values will be recovered.
1.2. Molecular Mechanisms
The treatment of molecular radiation requires consideration of vibrational and rotational
transitions within the molecule as well as electronic transitions and combinations of the different
typesof transition. Eachsuchtransitioncontributesa discreteline to the radiation spectrum
whose line center frequency is determined by the energy differential of tile transition. A line-
by-line calculation of molecular radiation is possible, but it does not fit the requirements of
the present study for a relatively rapid calculation method which can be coupled to a flow-field
code. As an alternative, therefore, the "smeared band" model of molecular radiation is used.
In this model, the rotational line structure of the molecular radiation is smoothed to provide a
continuous variation of the absorption coefficient. Because the rotational energy levels are so
closely spaced, the lines resulting from rotational transitions are nearly overlapping except in
rarefied conditions. The error introduced by this approximation shouht therefore be acceptable
under most conditions of interest. However, if the LORAN code is applied to a new gas regime,
this assumption should be checked.
The basic developinent of the smeared-band model can be found in sew_ral sources. (See
refs. 9, 11, and 12.) The development given in appendix B is an enhancement of that found in
Zeldovich and tlaizer. (See ref. 9, ch. 5, sec. 3.) It incorporates higher order expressions for the
molecular energy levels from Herzberg (ref. 13), while eliminating equilibrimn assumpl.ions.
Tile final result for the smeared-band molecular absorption coefficient _= is
8rr a 1
g_'AB 3hc .qA
_c oc. q,,,,,,t :_c. NA expr Et/z.m_v /_'_J
2 _-_
U[ U tt
×exp -he A,,,,, U,,,,-B,
12 X (B,,,, B _)2 /I,.T,. (21)
Tile emission coefficient is given by
16rr 3 D 2 :x x c 3 _ N B exp(-E_,,,/kT_,)
i,_ t' I ,ju
x exp t,_ 1 1 1
a a ,,,,_ (B,,,, - I_) 2 /a.T,.
(22)
These expressions give the smeared absorption and emission coefficients fl_r all rotational and
vibrational levels in a given transition from lower electronic scat(, A to upper electronic st.ale B.
1.3. Induced Emission
The above expressions fl)r the emission coefficient, do not include all the radiation emitted
by the nwdium. Stimulated or induced emission also occurs when photons are present. This
emission is proportional 1o the radiative intensity Iu and is. therefore, conlmonly included as a
correction to the at)sorption coetficient. The induced emission (ref. 9. oh. 2. sec. 4) is given by
c 2
0" = j;_I,, (2a)
In equilibrium gases, Iv in equation (23) becomes the Planck black-body function, and the usual
result from Kirchhoff's law is obtained. In nonequilibrium gases, the intensity cannot be replaced
with the Planck function. Instead, the induced emission coefficient of equation (23) must be
substituted in the transport equation along with the coefficients for spontaneous emission and
absorption. The transport equation then becomes
OL,(s, _)
.t
+ au(s)I,(s, fi) = j_(s) + 3v(s) (24)Os
where jue is the spontaneous emission coefficient and _ is the direction. (See sec. 6.) Substituting
equation (23) and gathering terms containing I, then allows the definition of a corrected
absorption coefficient for thermochemical nonequilibrium equal to tile factor that multiplies
I,. The result is
c2
, .e (25)
_u = nu - 3u 2_u3
?
The corrected absorption coefficient nu may be ne9ative in nonequilibrium. Negative values
occur when the nonequilibrium populations are such that the second term on the right of
p
equation (25) is larger than the first term. Physically, this negative _u means that the upper
energy level of a transition or transitions is overpopulated relative to the lower energy level.
Such a population inversion can occur in a nonequilibrium boundary layer, for instance, when the
higher energy levels are still populated according to the temperature and chemistry of the inviscid
shock layer. This fact must be carefully considered when developing an)" solution algorithm for
radiative transport in nonequilibrium problems. Because of tile term 1/u 3 in equation (25),
generally occur at the low-energy end of the spectrum.negative values of _u
2. Electronic Excitation Theory
The electronic states of atoms and molecules in a gas can become perturbed through many
excitation mechanisms and reactions. In equilibrium gases, these effects balance, so that the
states are populated according to a Boltzmann distribution. To obtain the nonequilibrium
electronic-level population densities N i for the ith electronic state of each atomic and molecular
species in a gas, rate equations must be written for each level (of each species), including all
possible populating and depopulating mechanisms.
The populating mechanisms are as follows:
1. Electron impact excitation or de-excitation fi'om bound state j to bound state i:
Nj+e-_Ni+e- Reaction rate: (KjiNjNe)
2. Heavy particle impact excitation or de-excitation from bound state j to bound state i:
Nj + M _ N i + M Reaction rate: (HjiNjNh)
3. Radiative absorption in lower bound state j transitioning to higher bound state i:
Nj + hu---, Ni Reaction rate: (BjiuuNj)
4. Spontaneous radiative emission from higher bound state j decaying to lower bound state i:
Nj _ Ni + hu Reaction rate: (AjiNj)
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5. Induced radiative emission from higher bound state j decaying to lower bound state i:
Nj + hui ---* Ni + hui + hue
6. Collisional deionization from free state c to bound state i:
N++e-+M_N i+M
7. Radiative deionization from free state c to bound state i:
N+ + e- --* Ni + hu
The corresponding depopulating mechanisms are a_ follows:
Reaction rate: (BjiuvNj)
Reaction rate: (KciN+Nf2,)
Reaction rate: (AciN+Ne)
1. Electron impact de-excitation or excitation from bound state i to bound state j:
N i + e- ---* Nj + e- Reaction rate: (KijNiNe)
2. Heavy particle impact de-excitation or excitation from bound state i to bound state j:
N i + M ---* Nj + M Reaction rate: (HijNiNh)
3. Radiative absorption ill lower bound state i into higher t)ound state j:
N i + hu -_ Nj Reaction rate: (BijuvNi)
4. Spontaneous radiative cnlission from higher bound state i to lower bound state j:
N i --* Nj + hu Reaction rate: (AijNi)
5. Induced radiative emission from higher bound state i to h)wer bound state j:
N i + hu i --_ Nj + hu i + hu_ Reaction rate: (Bi._u_,N_)
6. Collisional ionization from bound state i to free state c:
N i + 51 -* N+ + c- + M Reaction rate: (KicNiN_)
7. Radiative ionization from bound state i to free state c:
N i + hu _ N+ + e- Reaction rate: (AicuvNi)
The rate of change of the population density N i in a control volume carl be written
(26)
where the first term on the right denotes the creation of Ni through the first seven mechanisms
above, the second term is the removal of Ni due to the corresponding depopulation mechanisms,
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andthe last term representsthenet flux of Ni across the boundaries of the control volume. The
velocity v i is the effective velocity of the particles in the ith electronic level of species s. The
source and sink terms can be written explicitly in terms of the above mechanisms as
jmax jmax i-- 1 jmax
j=l j=l j=l j=i+l
AjiNj
+
jmax
j=i+l
Bjiu_,Nj + KciN+N 2 + AciN+Ne (27)
jmax jma.x jmax
/_out = Z I(ij NiNe + Z "iJ NiNh + Z
j=l j=l j=i+l
i-1
+ Z Bij uvNi + KicNiNe + AicuvNi
j=l
i-1
BiJ uuNi + Z Aij Ni
j=l
(28)
To solve for the population densities, data on the various rates of excitation and de-excitation
of each level are required. Radiative transition rates are reasonably well known. Collisional rates
are more elusive. Sources for such data are varied, and the rates presented are often uncertain
due to the experimental difficulties involved in the measurements. Park (ref. 1) has collected a
comprehensive set of rates for nitrogen and oxygen species. He cites the uncertainty in the data
set as a factor of 2 and asserts that the impact on the excited-state populations is negligible.
This set has been adopted here; however, further verification of this accuracy would be desirable
in the future.
Equation (26) is not usually solved as is. Rather, the usual approximation is to assume a
quasi-steady-state (QSS) distribution of excited states. The QSS model assumes that the rate
of change in a population is small compared with the rate of transitions into and out of that
level (ref. 14, ch. 3); that is,
I
ONi NO. 
-N-<<
If the divergence term V • (Nivi) is also negligible, then equation (26) reduces to
_"i • _0
(29)
(30)
(31)
or
dN,:
--- ._ 0 (32)dt
and thus is transformed from a set of differential equations to a set of algebraic equations. This
method is designed for use when the amount of nonequilibrium is "not too large," such that the
assumptions above are reasonable. In particular, the present application does not. account for the
history of the flow in areas of high gradients (boundary layer and shock), where V" (Nivi) is not
necessarily negligible. Effectively, this approach decouples the excitation from the macroscopic
flow-field solution.
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The QSSassumptionrequiresthat tile relaxationtime bemuchlessthan the dwelltime in
theflowandisbestsatisfiedfor upperexcitedstatesin whichtheatomsandmoleculestransition
rapidlybackandforth to the freestate.However,becauseQSSin effectpredictsinstantaneous
accommodationto tile local conditions,it will rise faster in the shockand fall fasterill the
boundarylayer. The integratedeffecton radiativeflux to the wall, for example,maybequite
accurate.
A further difficulty arisesin this equationbecausethe radiativeabsorptionand induced
emissiontermsdependon the incidentradiationin the form of radiationdensityu,, which is
not known a priori. A rigorous solution for the excited-state populations would require complete
coupling of the radiative, excitation, and chemical processes ill the flow, which is not yet feasible
because of computational limitations and lack of rate data. All alternative would be an iteratiw,
process in which QSS populations without radiation are used to comtmte radiation, and the
result is then fed back into equation (26) until the iteration converges. This process is formidal)le
and computationally expensive, however. Instead, approximations are normally invoked. The
simt)lest approximation is to assume that absorption and induced emission do not affect the
QSS populations (optically thin assumption). This assmnption is not accurate if ultraviolet lines
are considered, although induced emission can usually be neglected. To account for radiative
absorption, a radiation escape factor can be defined. (See refs. 14 16.) This approach is an
approximate and soinewhat empirical means of correcting tile populations for at)sort)tion effects.
It allows the limits on population levels to be determined by computing them with flfll absorplion
and no absorption. The escaI)e factor is used here, based on an at)proximate flow dimension
which the user must supply. The solution to the QSS equation proceeds according to the methods
developed t)y Park in the NEQAIR. code. (See ref. 1.)
3. Transport Theory
The comt)lete equation of radiat.iw_ transport has been derived in many standard texts.
Neglecting transients and assuming a nonscaltering medium, it simplities 1o
dI,,(s, _})
+ 5) = (a3)
ds
However, neglecting scattering may nol be valid for ultraviohq radiation in 02, for example: and
scattering must t)e inchuh'd to treat ablating flows.
lFor some frequencies, g, can be negative in part. of a nonequilit)rium flow (see. 1.3). so it Illay
t)_ss lhr()ugh zero somewh(_re in the domain. Therefore. the usual t)rocedure of dividing by i,/,
to transform this equati()n Io an optical variable wouht introduce a singularity. For this work,
then, equation (33) is left in terms of the physical c()()rdinate.
Equation (33) at)t)lies at each _:and for each _. A formal soluti()n can t)e written using
an integrating factor. The ra(liative transt)ort can lhcn t)e comtml(,(t mmlerically for a tinite
mmfl)er of frequency points and (tirections. A metho(l of selecting apt)ropriate frequencies at
./ in a n()nequilil)rimn flow is discussed inwhich to compute the radiative prot)erties ,j_ and h_,
sections 5 and 6. At)proximate methods for dealing with the directional variations are discussed
llcxt.
3.1. Plane-Parallel Medium
A common approximation for solving the radiative transport equation is to assmne thai
the prot)erties of th(, me(tium thr(mgh which the radiation travels vary ill only one direction.
This situation is illustrated by the inset in figure 2 and may be a reasonat)le assumption in tile
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Figure 2. Flow geometry and radiation boundary conditions.
stagnation region of a flow field, where gradients are mainly in the normal direction. In this
ease s and {_ are replaced by z and # (the cosine of the angle between _ and the z-axis). The
derivative d/ds then becomes #O/Oz. To accommodate the boundary conditions in this case, Iu
is split into forward (# > 0) and backward (/_ <_ 0) components. The formal solution for each
can be written as
(34)
J zo \ I_ L t t
(35)
The boundary z = 0 is the vehicle surface, which is assumed to emit radiation according to
Planck's fimction at the imposed wall temperature Tw. The boundary z = z0 is the free-stream
gas ahead of the vehicle, which is assumed not to emit radiation. The equations for the geometry
along the normal to the wall (11= :El) are
fo z "5( sI]e _-''('_)-T'(z)I,+(z, 1) = Iup(Tw)e T,,(z) + J,... ds'
I2(z,-1) = j;(s')e T'('_)-T"(J) ds'
2
(36)
(37)
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where "ru is the optical variable (introduced without division by 0 in equation (33)):
_0z ) dl_(z)-- <,(s' ' (38)
To obtain tile radiative flux ill an absorhing, plane-parallel medium, the formal solutions
above for the intensity must be integrated over all directions. If azimuthally synmmtric radiation
is assumed and if the exponential approximation is employed to replace the exponential integral
functions (refs. 2 and 17), the result is
Z Zo j![ t_.2rU(Z)_2TU(S¢ )
qul/(z ) = Tr[lup(Tw)e 2r,(z)+2f0 je(st)e2ru(s') 2r,(z) ds' _ 2 f _ jut, s ,_ ds']
(39)
Although this approach involves an approximation, it provides excellent results (within 10 per-
cent for a typical bhmt body) compared with the exact integration over the direction of the
incoming intensity.
Tile divergence of the radiative flux is obtained by differentiating equation (39) with respect to
z, then integrating over the complete spectral range. The differentiation can be done analytically
or numerically from the sohltion for qu R (z). The latter approach has been implemented here and
follows that of Nicolet. (See ref. 2.) The analytical approach requires a numerical differentiation
of the integrand and would be similarly accurate.
To obtain the total radiative flux, tile spectral radiation is integrated over frequency:
fu c'2qi/(z) = qu R (z) du (40)
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The theoretical limits on the spectral integration are///1 = 0 and v2 = oc. In practice, finite limits
are required and are included as inputs to the computer code. The lower limit is often set around
0.3 eV because a zero-energy photon causes a singularity in the free-free absorption coefficient.
(See eq. (19).) The singularity arises because additional quantum mechanical considerations
not discussed here must be included at very low energies. The radiative energy omitted by
ignoring these low-energy transitions is minimal. Most gas radiation in shock layers in air
occurs at energies below 16.5 eV, which is a typical upper lilnit. An alternate, upper limit at
6.2 eV includes only the visible and infrared portions of tile spectrum. This range of energies is
easier to measure experinmntally and inchldes minimal self-absorption, but it is not sufficient if
coupling effects are of interest.
3.2. Multidimensional Medium
When the tangent slab approximation is invalid, the directional variation of tile radiation
must be accounted for. Because an exact solution of the radiative transport equations in
multidimensional media is not feasible, an approximate method is needed. One such method
is described in reference 18. This method apt)ears as an option in the LOll, AN code, but the
intereste(l reader is referred to that reference for more details t)ecause the transport method is
still being developed. Overall, the required inputs and the resulting output are the same for
either transport method.
4. Flow-Field Coupling
Radiation is inherently coupled to the state of the gas from which it emanates and results from
radiative transitions in the internal energy states of the atoms, molecules, and ions ill the gas.
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The radiation emittedby suchtransitionstravelsthroughthe gasat the speedof light until it
is reabsorbedor exits the flow field. Radiationthus providesan additionalenergytransport
mode. Radiation can also affect the chemicalstate of the gas through photodissociation,
photoionization,andradiativerecombination.
Energytransportthroughthegasbyradiationismodeledin theNavier-Stokesequationswith
a termthat appearsin tile energyequation:thedivergenceof theradiativeflux V " qR(denoted
Qrad by Gnoffo, Gupta, and Shinn in ref. 19). This divergence term is computed in the LORAN
radiation-transport model. When the tangent slab approximation is used, V • qR = dqR/d_7. The
radiation effects on chemical kinetics can be included by adding photoreactions to tile chemistry
model of the gas and accounting for their effects on radiation properties. The radiation effects
on chemical kinetics are not included in the current LAURA and LORAN codes.
Energy transport due to radiation is usually neglected in tile aerothermodynamic analysis of
hypersonic flow fields. For flow fields in which this assumption is not valid, the effects of radiation
call be determined by comparing solutions from calculations with and without radiative energy
transport. In general, the shock layer becomes nonadiabatic when radiation transport is included.
The enthalpy of a parcel of fluid decreases due to radiative cooling as it traverses the layer from
the shock to the boundary layer edge. For equilibrium gas calculations, tile temperature profiles
decrease across the shock layer as a result. Lower average temperatures result in higher average
densities and thus decreased shock standoff distance. The combination of lower temperatures
and a thinner shock layer reduces the radiative heat load to the wall. In the boundary layer,
however, a net absorption of radiation may occur, leading to locally increased temperature and
enthalpy and to a possible increase in convective heating.
In a thermochemical nonequilibrium gas calculation, multiple temperatures are defined to
describe the partitioning of energy across the internal modes. The number of temperatures
required to adequately describe the flow depends on the conditions. For example, rotational,
vibrational, and electronic energy modes for the mixture or for each species may be used.
The various states of each energy mode are assumed to be in equilibrium at the characteristic
temperature of that mode. Eacll mode is described by its own energy conservation equation,
which includes terms coupling it to the other energy modes. Usually, separate internal modes
for each species are not defined because the energy modes are assumed strongly coupled between
species.
To correctly model the radiative coupling in the nonequilibrium case, only that portion of
V • qR associated with transitions of each particular energy mode should be included in the ener-
gy equation for that mode. Purely rotational radiative transitions occur at low infrared
energies which are generally neglected in gas radiation so all radiative transitions of interest in
air are assumed to involve a transition between vibrational and/or electronic states. The LAURA
code currently employs the two-temperature model. (See ref. 20.) This model is implemented
with two energy equations: a total energy equation (for total temperature Tt) and a combined
vibrational-electron-electronic energy equation (for the temperature Tv). Thus, because the
complete V • qR contains no pure rotational transitions, it appears in both energy equations.
PRACTICE
5. Implementation
The implementation in a practical computer code of the theory for radiation transitions and
radiative transport developed in the section entitled "Theory" requires some additional work.
The details of the process are described below.
The present method is implemented in the LORAN code, which was developed using two
existing codes as starting points. The RAD/EQUIL program (ref. 21) was followed in developing
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someof the codestructure.It alsois the sourceof part of the algorithmusedto modelatomic
lineradiation.Significantchanges have been made, however, to remove equilibrium assumptions.
The QSS excitation portion of the NEQAIR program (ref. 1) has been minimally adapted for
use in the LORAN code.
The LORAN code is divided into blur major sections: reading data and selling up properties
which are constant for a calculation (inchlding the optimized spectral array), calculating
the nonequilit)riuln excitation, evaluating the radiative properties, and solving the radiative
transport problem. The excit;ation calculation is from the well-known NEQAIR code; therefore,
it will not be discussed in this section.
5.1. Initial Setup
5.1.1. Data htput
To evahmte tile expressions t_r absorption and emission obtained ill section 1 for each radiat-
ing mechanism, input values are required. Data are also required to predict the nonequilibrium
populations of the various bound energy levels; also, flow-field data are required to define the
local gas conditions. Finally, program control inputs arc desirable to maximize the flexibility of
the inethod without requiring constant reprogramnling and recompiling. These inputs should
allow the user to turn individual radiating mechanisms or species on or off to perform detailed
studies of the radiation spectrunL They should also provide for selection of options in the code
(i.e., equilitMmn vs. QSS populations, flux vs. intensity, ctc). Tile inputs are obtained from var-
ious sources, as discussed below. Most of the inputs are species properties and will not change
unless significantly different new data become available.
5.1.2. Flow-Field Data
The infornlation required about the gas conditions consists of the number densities of each
radiating species considered and the temperatures for the several energy modes. The LAURA
flow-field solver (ref. 22) is the source of tile flow-field data used in developing this method. It
is an l 1-species model which provides nuinber densities for all the nitrogen/oxygen radiating
species of interest. Tile LAURA code currently incorporates a two-temperature model for
thermal mmequilibrium. (See ref. 20.) The rotational and heavy-particle translational energy
modes are assuined equilibrated, whereas the vibrational, electronic, and electron translational
energy modes are assumed in equilibriuln with each other but not necessarily with the other
modes. Thus, the separate T_, and Tc carried ill the developnmnt of the absorption and emission
coefficients are equal, as are Tr and Tt. Tile distinction between these temperatures was
maintained ill the LORAN code, however, so that each can be used if the separate temperatures
become available from the LAURA code or from another CFI) code in the future. Some recent
work (ref. 23) suggests further that distinct vibrational temperatures may exist for each molecular
species. Should a CFD code ew_r include such detail, minor modifications to the LORAN code
will allow these individual values of Tv to be used.
An effort has been made to keep the input of the flow-field properties from the LAURA
code generic so that, with minor changes to a single driver routine, the LORAN code can be
interfaced with a different CFD code. In fact, a few cases have already been run with flow-
field data obtained from the RAD/EQUIL code (ref. 2), a direct sinnflation Monte Carlo code
(ref. 24), and a four-temperature CFD code. (See ref. 25.) Coupled solutions have been obtained
with the LAURA and GIANTS codes. (See ref. 26.)
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Figure 3. Example of spectrum optimization for bound-free continuum.
5.1.3. Maximum Rotational Quantum Number
The radiative property data discussed above are read into the program first. As part of this
process, tile nmxinmnl rotational quantunl numbers are assessed using tile algorithnl developed
by Whiting. (See sec. B.2.) These values do not change in the program.
5.1.4. Continuum Spectrum
The spectral location of all radiating transitions is determiued from the set of energy levels
in the atoIns and molecules appearing in the gas. This information can be used to select a
mininmm set of spectral points for use in the radiation calculation.
Consider the bomM-free continuum. The absorption coefficient for this mechanism is
a smooth flmction of frequency with discontinuities known as photoionization edges that
correspond to the activation of additional energy levels. To resolve this spectrum, spectral points
must be placed within a small interval on either side of each jump, as shown in figure 3. However,
this interval is much smaller than needed for the smooth portions of the curve. The RAD/EQUIL
code took adwmtage of this fact by allowing the user to input a few spectral points to capture
the ,jumps. In the LORAN code, this procedure is automated and incorporated in the radiation
calculation. For the particular set of atomic species considered in a computation, a tailored
atomic spectrum is generated t.o resolve the active discontinuities, as the figure illustrates. This
tailoring simplifies the inputs and eliminates the chances of oinitting a level. It also allows the
atomic continuum calculation (including the smooth free-free continuum) to be performed on
the mininmn_ resolving array of spectral points.
As discussed in section 1, the molecular radiation has been modeled here using the smeared
band approximation that smoothes the rotational structure into an exponential variation. To
resolve the resulting spectrum, spectral points inust be placed around each vibrational band
head. A few points are sufficient to capture the smoothed rotational variation within each such
band. The resulting structure is similar to the bound-free spectrum, although it is much more
complicated because the vibrational bands are far more numerous and often overlap. These
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Figure 4. Example of spectrum optimization for vibrational band of electronic transition.
considerations have been used to develop an algorithm to choose an optimal molecular spectrum
for each input spectral range and set of active species as follows:
1. For each active species, the vibrational band heads in the spectral range studied are computed
from equation (88) with J = 0.
2. An initial spectrum is generated by resolving the band head and spacing nv points in the
interval between ,l = 0 and the maximum rotational level (J = ,lmax). An example for a
major vibrational band of N2v is given by the initial spectrum in figure 4. Note that the
clustering of points along this curve results from additional weaker bands which underlie this
major band.
3. The absorption coefficient decreases rapidly for a given vibrational band (note the log scale
in fig. 4) so this spectrum can be reduced. This reduction is done by discarding points that
describe a vibrational band away from its band head (points required to resolve the jump are
kept), if they are within a given interval crit (a FORTRAN variable) of another point. This
procedure can reduce the spectral array by nearly an order of magnitude.
4. A second reduction can be made by discarding any point with a neighbor within a smaller
interval crit2.
Application of these steps to the spectrum in figure 4 results in the optimized spectrum shown.
Application to the entire set of vibrational bands permits a spectrum that resolves the molecular
transitions with less than 5000 points and that is optimized for any species and spectral range.
This calculation sifts through many possible spectral points to produce the optimized molecular
spectrum. It is computationally expensive so it is exercised only once per run. The resulting
spectrum is stored for all further computations. Appropriate selection of the parameters 'nv,
crit, and crit2 controls the amount of detail included ill the molecular spectrum and its size.
After a complete optimized spectrum is obtained, the index of the first and last spectral
points for each vii)rational band is determined. These indexes simplify the logic required in
computing the molecular band radiation and improve the calculation efficiency.
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About 50 points from the optimizedmolecularspectrumthat resolvestrongvibrational
transitionsareidentifiedandinterleavedinto the atomiccontinuumspectrumdiscussedabove.
Theresultingspectrumof about 150pointsis referredto asthe modifiedatomicspectrumand
is discussedin section5.3.
5.2. Radiation Properties
5.2.1. Bound-Bound Transitions
The oscillator strengths flu, line centers VCL , and Stark HWHM's _0S are needed to compute
the bound-bound transitions. The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) has published many line
centers and oscillator strengths (ref. 27); the Stark HWHM information is available from Griem
(ref. 3) among others. In addition, the energy levels and degeneracies of the upper and lower
transition levels are in the NBS compilation. The set of inputs currently used in the LORAN
code is modified from the atomic line inputs of Park's NEQAIR code. In addition, for those lines
for which the HWHM is not known, an approximate correlation by Park is used. (See ref. 28.)
In the RAD/EQUIL code, Nicolet approximated the so-called high-series lines by an integral.
These lines have lower state quantum numbers of four or greater, are numerous, and are closely
spaced below 3.2 eV. Park treats each of these lines individually in the NEQAIR code. In
the present method, to reduce the number of lines computed and therefore the run time, the
high-series lines are represented by multiplet-averaged values. Data for these averaged lines are
obtained from the NBS tables for transitions corresponding to Park's inputs. The line width
of each averaged line is then multiplied by an appropriate factor to account for the nearly
identical closely spaced lines it represents. Integration under this larger wavelength gives the
total emission and absorption for the multiplet, but transport is calculated for only one line.
This approximation should have minimal impact on the results, yet it halves the number of lines
that must be treated.
Tile line shape models for the LORAN code are adapted from the development by Nicolet
(ref. 2) as implemented in the RAD/EQUIL code. (See ref. 21.) Each line is resolved by a
small number nppl (generally less than or about 15 to 21) of spectral points that are distributed
starting from the line center. (See fig. 1.) The location of the spectral point farthest from the
line center is determined from tile broadened width of each atomic line and the distance to the
nearest neighbor. Line-broadening mechanisms treated include Doppler, resonance, and Stark,
as discussed in section 1. Lorentz and Doppler line shapes are both computed and the larger of
bL and bD is used at each spectral point in a line. If required, additional accuracy is obtained
from an approximation to the Voigt line shape, combining Lorentz and Doppler effects, which is
accurate to about 5 percent.
In Nicolet's implementation, the line width used to distribute tim nppl points was an
approximation to the maximum width in the gas layer so that all or most of the energy in
each line would be included. This approximate maxinmm width was calculated at a location
input by the user at which the maximum temperature was expected. For an application in which
a complete flow field is to be computed, the identification of a maximum line width presents
some difficulties. Further, because the line width may vary by orders of magnitude between
various points in a flow field, the use of a spectrum geared to the largest width can result in
significant loss of accuracy. For these reasons, the routine which sets up the line frequency
spectrum (subroutine freq of RAD/EQUIL) has been modified for application to every point
in the flow field. This modification results in the specification of a local set of spectral points
based on the local line width. These disparate frequency spectra are then reconciled to generate
a single atomic line spectrum. This process results in the selection of a set of spectral points
capturing the energy in a line at its broadest but that involves detailed spectral information
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at eachgrid point. This techniqueallowssatisfactoryresolutionof the atomic lineswithout
requiringexcessivestorageor computation.
An additionalchangemadeto Nieolet'smethodarisesbecauseStarkbroadeningisnot always
thedominanteffecton linewidth. In theoriginalRAD/EQUIL code,thepointdistributionlogic
ill subroutinefreq consideredonlythe Starklinewidth. Ill tile presentmodel,the largerof the
Doppleror Lorentz(Stark-effect)line width is used.Although this changeis small, it should
resultin morecompletecoverageof tile atomicline radiationin thepresentmodel.
The RAD/EQUIL codehasalsobeenmodifiedto usenonequilibriumexcitedstate popula-
tionsand electrontemperature,whereappropriate.The Dopplerlinewidth remainsa function
ofheavy-particletemperaturebecauseit arisesfromthethermalmotionoftheatomsttlemselves.
5.2.2. Bound-Free Transitions
The bound-free photoionization edge structure, which is the characteristic shape for this
mechanism, is produced by the activation of each level in the summation term of equation (13).
This summation requires determining the lowest accessible bound energy level 7_.* for each
spectral energy point in the atomic continuum spectrum and summing the radiation properties
for n* and all levels above it to the ionization limit. The ground-state cross sections are invoked
a.s constants to avoid the errors arising from the hydrogenic model, as discussed in section 1.
Each atomic energy level is treated individually in the bound-free calculation but, because these
are grouped levels, many more energy levels are in fact approximated and included. Gaunt
factors are applied to the computation by table lookup of the Biberman and Norman correction
factor. (See ref. 10.)
5.2.3. Free-Free Transitions
Tile flee-flee contribution is computed on the same spectrum as the bound-free radiation. The
resolution thus obtained is more than sufficient and allows the two atomic continuum processes
to be easily combined. However, because of its form (eqs. (19) and (20)), free-free radiation is
significant only at low energies.
5.2._. Molecular Transitions
To predict the molecular band radiation, spectroscopic constants must be provided that
describe the distribution of rotational and vibrational energy levels. These constants are in
numerous sources, such as Herzberg (ref. 13); Bond, Watson, and Welch (ref. 6); and many
others. These sources also provide the necessary information on the electronic energy levels and
energy-level degeneracies in molecules. The intensity of radiation depends on the Pranck-Condon
factors qv"d and on the electronic transition moments DelBA. Data on these quantities may be
found in many, often contradictory sources. The complete set of molecular inputs collected by
Park for his NEQAIR code (ref. 1) has been adopted here for simplicity.
The molecular band radiation is computed with the optimized molecular spectrum the
determination of which was discussed in section 5.1. The expressions for the emission and
absorption coefficients developed in section 4.1 have many terms in common. Advantage is taken
of these common terms to reduce the computation time. The molecular calculation remains one
of the more expensive parts of the radiation calculation, so care was taken in programming this
particular mechanism to ensure that the advantages of vectorization are exploited to the extent
possible.
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5.3. Radiative Transport
The radiative transport calculation employs an approximate treatment of atomic lines based
on the RAD/EQUIL method. A single mean value of the continuum (atomic continuum plus
molecular band) absorption and emission coefficient is computed for each line and added to the
detailed line-only absorption and emission coefficients calculated at the nppl points that describe
the line. These mean values are obtained by interpolating tile information in the optimized
continuum spectra, thus avoiding an expensive computation at each of the nppl spectral points
that describe a line. Each atomic line covers only a very small part of the spectrum, so this
approximation should be fairly accurate. Radiative transport is then computed at all nppl
spectral points. This detailed result can be integrated over frequency to provide an average flux
for each line if a concise presentation is desired, or it can be presented in full detail.
Tile molecular spectrum can be averaged to obtain values at each point in the much smaller
modified atomic continuum spectrum, so that the number of spectral points for which transport
must be calculated is significantly reduced. Because these approximate results are based on
a detailed molecular spectrum of both emission and absorption, tile prediction of molecular
radiation transport should be quite accurate.
5.3.1. Numerical Solution
!
The integrals in equations (36)-(38) require some care. Because nu can be negative in some
regions, the log-linear variation assumed by Nicolet (ref. 2) in the RAD/EQUIL code cannot be
/ profiles suggests that a piecewise linear approximation is acceptable.used. Examination of nv
For the optical variable, then, the integral is evaluated on the discrete grid as follows:
foZn n--1/Zk+ 1 I t= ) I
k=l JZk
(41)
For this simple integral, a piecewise linear variation of g_ is easily shown to lead to the following
result:
n-1
1
T,(Zn) _ _ Z [g_(zk) + ec_(Zk+l)](zk+ 1 - zk) (42)
k--1
For the intensity integrals, the flow-field grid spacing may be such that for strongly absorbing
spectral regions, Az is large with respect to variations in the integrand, particularly because
of the exponential terms. To integrate accurately, examination of vv profiles suggests that a
piecewise linear approximation again should be used. By setting Tv(s) = aks + bk in each grid
interval and by approximating je based on the average of its values at the two ends of the
interval, the integral over the exponential term can be carried out analytically. (The obvious
approach of also setting je = ck s + dk causes numerical problems for low values of T_, resulting
from terms which go to 0/0.) On the discrete grid, the integrals are developed as follows:
n-1 1 e f zk+l+
Iv (zn, 1) = Iup(Tw)e -ru(zn) + Z 2 [ju(zk) + J_(Zk+l)]e-w(zn) I e aks'+bk ds' (43)
k=l J zk
_ina.x -- 1
1 e / zk+lIff(Zn,--1)= Z -2[Ju(zk)+Je(Zk+ 1)]erv(zn) e-aks'-bkds' (44)
k=n J Zk
2O
Tile two integralsremainingin this equationareof a similar form and canbe evaluatedfor
generalA t. and Bt: as follows:
Zk+ 1 (:Ak:re Akx+B_" dx = e Bk dx
•,'z k
= e'.B_: (_A#x z_:+l
Ak Iz_.
Ak
Ak
(45)
Substituting this result into the integrals in equations (43) and (44), we get
,, 1 1 [j_j(zk ) + Je(zt'+l)le-r'(z") 1 ((>(tkZk+lTb k _ gakZk+bi,.) (46)/+(zn,1) = I,,p(T,,)e r,,(z,) + E 72 a_ "
t'=l
_'lllkL'( -- l
I_-(z,_,-1)= _ 72[jC(z#)
k tl
+j_(zk_t_l)]tew'_(z'_) l_(e akZk+l bk_ e akzk-bk)
-- (/t:
This expression can be rephra.se(t in terms of t,tm optical variable as
(47)
"-_ 1 _' )]e "(:")[ ) ]+ . ert,(z#)I v (_,,, 1) : I,,p(T,,,)e -r'(:'') + E _ak [jI'(zk) + J_'(Zk+l (J-"(zk+' (,18)
t: 1
t:l i i_1, X 1
U(_,,,-1) = --_2 2_k[j,;(_t,) +j;;(_k+_)],, _"(:'')
The value of at: c}til t)(? (tet(wmined t)v solution of t.h(? linear equation w_(.s) = at.s + b t, at the
two en(tt)oint.s of each interval as follows:
7u(zL:+l) = al_-2t:_ 1 + bL"
r,(z#) = "t.z# + bt.
(5o)
(51)
Subtracting the secon(t equation from the first to eliminate t%. we have
7-,J(ZL,+l ) 3-,_(Z£.) = okZk+ 1 -- ot.= t,
= (_k(Zk-_ i -- zt) (52)
So
at: = Tzz(Zk:-F1) -- W"(Zk) (53)
Zk+ 1 -- zk
which can be substituted in equations (48) and (49) to get.
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7_-11 Zk+ 1 -- z k
I+(zn, 1) = Ivp(Tw)e -r_'(z'_) + E 2 [.rv(Zk+l) Tv(Zk) ]
k=l
X e-rv(zT_)[erv(zk+ 1)- erv(Zk) 1
kn lax -- 1
= -Z
]_:zlt
1 Zk+ 1 - zk
2 -
,C Z[j (zk) +
[j;(zk) + j_(Zk+l)]
(54)
(55)
This piecewise linear treatment provides excellent results.
5.3.2. Special Case for Constant _-v
In some spectral and spatial regions, the optical variable may be essentially constant from
one grid point to the next. When this situation occurs, the numerical integration developed
above must be revisited. As seen in equations (54) and (55), division by zero occurs in this case.
The integral in equation (45) can be more simply evaluated for constant _-v ms
jfz zk + l
k
Zk+le Akx+Bk dx _ e Akzk+Bk dx
J z k
Zk+l
= e Akzk+Bk dx
J z k
= eAkzk+Bk(zk__l _ Zk) (56)
After substituting this result in equations (43) and (44), we get
7_-1 1
I+(z,, 1) = Ivp(T,,,)e -w(z'') + E _[j_(zk)+ je,(z_._-l)]C"(zk)-"(z")(zk+l - zk)
k=l
(57)
kIII_LX -- 1
1
5.4. Flow-Field Coupling
The LAURA algorithm for solution of the Navier Stokes equations is summarized in
reference 22. The divergence of the radiative flux can be treated as a source term in the two
energy equations. In general, source terms are handled implicitly (ref. 29) in the LAURA
algorithm. This treatment improves scheme stability and robustness. Radiation is sensitive to
flow-field properties, so the added radiation source term should be treated implicitly. However,
Park and Milos (ref. 30) have found this implicit treatment to be prohibitively expensive in
computer time except for one-dimensional flows. Furthermore, the necessary terms for the
Jacobian are nearly impossible to obtain in the current nonequilibrium treatment. Therefore,
the radiation term is treated as an explicit (ref. 29) source term in the LAURA algorithm.
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Theconvergenceof the flowfield in the LAURA codeis characterizedby transientwavesill
the gasproperties.Whenthe sensitiveradiationcalculationis performedon a flow fieht that
still containstransients,the radiation term can change dramatically. This change can introduce
additional fluctuations and lead to instability. In the present study, therefore, UlMer-relaxation
is applied to the explicit radiation source terln. That is, the latest radialion solution is combined
with the previous solution to compute an updated radiation t(wm.
(V" qR) t_/+l = dq(v" qR)" + (1 - dq)(V" qll) "+1 (59)
The underrelaxation approach of equation (59) reduces the fluctuations due to coupling and
increases the stability of the combined algorithm. A relaxation factor dq of 0.5 has been used.
Because tile ftow properties change little in a single flow-fieht iteration and because flow-
field transients shouht bo alh)wed to decay, the radiative flux divergence term need not be
updated with every flow fieht update. In fact, the total cost of the combined computation can
be reduced several orders of magnitude by updating the radiation term a minimum number
of times, as is successfully done in equilibriuln shock-fitting methods. Updating it too rarely,
however, can decrease the convergence rate, produce oscillatory nonconvergence, or destabilize
the solution. For example, if the flow field changes dramatically between radiation term updates,
a large change in the radiat.ion will result and can introduce severe waves into the flow field. In
addition, if flow structures change position significantly between updates of the radiation, the
radiation term will be temporarily unaligned with the associated flow structure. Experience with
cases characterized by a moderate degree of nonequilibriuin suggests that updating the radiation
calculation once every 500 flow-field updates provides reasonable convergence. For eases with
more severe nonequilibrium in which coupling has a large effect on the standoff distance, more
frequent updates are required (every 200 iterations). As a flow field approaches equilibrium,
on the other hand, the current LAU1RA algorithm converges more slowly. For near-equilibrium
cases, the radiation is updated only ewwy 1000 to 5000 flow-fieht iterations. However, the optimal
update interval may change if the LORAN code and a different CFD code are coupled.
Coupled solutions may tm difficult to obtain when extreme gradients occllr ill the shock wave,
as is the case for near-equilibrium flows. The computational nmsh used in a flow-fieht calculation
seldom provides adequate resolution ill the shock region to produce smooth temperature profiles
in such flows. This lack of resolution at the shock does not signiticantly degrade lhe flow-field
sohltion. Tile radiation calculation is sensitive to temperature, however, so it Call cause large
changes in the profile of V'qIl, which may lead to inaccurate results or even divergent solutions.
Increasing the nulnt)er of grid point.s call alleviate this problem but is not always t)ractieal
1)eeause of storage limitations. Grid a(taption, on the other hand, can ilnprove the temperature
proiiles without increased storage. To provide this ability, a grid adaption algorithm has t)een
added to the LAL'RA code. (See ref. 31.) This algorithm can be used to cluster grid points
ar(mnd a specified density or tenlperature in the shock.
The low-telnperature (precursor) region ahead of the shock in a shock-capturing scheme also
requires special treatment. The LOFIAN radiation model as currently implemented does not
include accurate radiation properties at low telnperatures. The precursor is generally assumed
to have negligible effect on the converged flow field as it can absorb only a small fraction of
the radiative energy passing through it. ]Recent results (ref. 32) confirln the validity of this
approximation. Therefore, V " qR is set to zero the value appropriate for a nonparticipating
medium when the vibrational or translational temperature is below a certain minimum. This
adjustment is done within the LAURA flow-field calculation every iteration. Even if accurate
precursor (low-tenlperature) radiation properties are available, some logic is required at each
iteration so that a decrease in shock standoff distance between radiation updates will not leave
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a largeradiation term in what is nowthe fleestream. A temperaturelimit of 500K provides
goodresultsfor the casesofar examined.
Asapracticalmatter,aconvergedflow-fieldsolutionshouhtbeobtainedfirstwith theLAURA
code,thentheradiationshouldbe "turnedon" to convergethecoupledflowfield. If theradiation
is only a small perturbationto the flow field, this secondconvergencemayrequireonly a few
additionalLAURA iterations. If strongradiationeffectsareevident,then the perturbedflow
fieldwill requiremanyadditionaliterationsto converge.Theoptimalsequencefor converginga
coupledsolutionis not known;it mustbe learnedby experiencewith thecode.
6. Computational Optimization
Obtainingradiationpredictionsfor completeflow fieldsor couplingradiationand flow-field
solutionsrequiresthat the radiation calculationsbe carriedout many times. To makethis
iteration practicaland to minimizethe cost,the radiationprogramshouldbe optinfizedand
the minimumset of calculationswhichwill provideanaccurateradiationpredictionshouldbe
determined.The accuracyrequiredwill vary dependingon the flow regimeand body shape
and on the intendeduseof the results.Therefore,an optimizationstudymaybe requiredfor
eachproject undertakenwith the LORANcode. (An exampleis givenin ref. 33.) Methodsof
achievingthis optimizationarediscussedin sections6.1.-6.3.
6.1. Radiation Calculation
Parametricstudiescan be conductedto determinethe spectral resolutionrequired for
acceptableaccuracyin the predictedradiation. The effectsof the followingvariablesshould
bestudied:na, the number of points allowed in the atomic continuum spectrum; nppl; and nv,
crit, and crit2, the several variables that control the generation of the spectrum for molecular
band radiation. In addition, various sets of atomic lines can be inserted, from the fully detailed
to a set of multiplet-averaged lines. The parameters and inputs should be chosen as appropriate
for each study.
6.2. Excitation Calculation
The computing time required to obtain the nonequilibrium excited state populations is a
significant fraction of the total for the LORAN code. The QSS algorithm used to perform this
calculation was obtained from the NEQAIR program and is used as a "black box." Improvements
to this algorithm could significantly improve the computing efficiency of the radiation prediction.
However, no changes have been made to date to take advantage of that savings.
6.3. Radiation Subgrid
Calculating radiative properties at every point on a flow-field grid is often wasteful. The
absorption and emission coefficients change significantly only in regions with large gradients in
temperature or species concentrations. Bolz (ref. 34) developed an algorithm to automatically
select a subset of grid points for the radiation calculation. He defines a weighting function Z
which can be adapted to the nonequilibrium situation as
k i!
T !
.-- + WT t I_li,ma x-- -Jr- WTr T tI  li,ma 
IT 'li +WT, IT li IqR'li (60)
+ WTvIT¢li,ma,., IT li,m + WqRIq.a'l,,m )
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Figure 5. Example of radiation subgrid selection.
The prime in equation (60) denotes the partial derivative with respect to the normal to the
wall. This quantity is evaluated at each normal grid point k in the flow field. If the vibrational
temperatures of individual species are computed in the future, additional terms can be added
to Z k. Tile average derivative of the species munber densities is
--I 1 ns
: - Z tN;, I
Ni ns j:=l
(6_)
for s chemical species. Radiation is then computed for a subset kt/ of tile flow-field grid points
chosen at equal intervals of Zk. An example of such a grid is given in figure 5. Although
weighting factors W i are included for each term in Z k, the gradient in one variable should not
necessarily be entphasized more than that of another. Therefore, these factors are all set equal
to 1. In some applications, different values of the weighting factors may benefit the user. For
optimal accuracy ill a study, the size of the radiation subgrid kll should also be varied. (See
ref. 33 for an example.)
To further reduce the required computational time, ew_,ry other normal line of the flow-field
grid and ('very other plane in a three-dimensional solution might be skipped in the radiation
calculation. The required radiation properties can be interpolated for the skipped normal lines.
Although the subgrid algorithm could be applied in these directions also, the expected gradients
are generally gentler and not as well suited to the method.
7. Using the Code
The code consists of 58 FORTRAN subroutines and 6 "include files" and has been run on
Sun, Silicon Graphics, and Cray computers, all with UNIX operating systems. A "makefile"
is available for compilation and loading. Double precision accuracy is required on the Sun
and Silicon Graphics computers; on the Cray computer, single precision is adequate and nmch
faster. Conversion to single precision requires removing implicit double precision statements
everywhere, changing double precision declarations to real, and switching all intrinsic flmctions
to a single precision form; otherwise, the user must employ an appropriate compiler option if
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available.For a brief overviewof the code,appendixC presents the code structure in the form
of a subroutine calling tree.
The code is provided to potential users with sample input and output files to allow verification.
Because these files are quite extensive, they are not included in this document. Examples of
results obtained with the LORAN code can also be found in references 18, 26, 31, 33, and 35-38.
7.1. Include Files
btask.zzzz
geoa.zzzz
parml.zzzz
parm2.zzzz
parm4.zzzz
parr.zzzz
The six include files set several important parameters for the code and have comments with
descriptions of each variable. The following are the general functions of the include files:
storage for heat flux and flux divergence results
storage of flow-field grid geometry
parameters that set size of flow-field grid; must be changed for different
grid sizes
parameters that set number of species; no change if air
grid singularity flag
parameters that set radiation subgrid size and control optimized radia-
tion spectrum; change for different grid sizes and spectral resolution
7.2. Input Files
Two input files are required:
neq. in contains excitation and radiation data adapted from NEQAIR input files
radneq, in contains control and line data adapted from RAD/EQUIL input
These files are opened in the code so need only be present in the directory where the code is being
run. An input guide is included in appendix D. Except for a few variables near the beginning
of file radneq, in, most of these variables will not be changed by the user. The description of
tile variables is provided to aid in understanding the code and for adding to or updating the
excitation and radiation properties.
Although tim input has provision for 25 species, with 22 ordered as in the RAD/EQUIL
code and with 3 spares, the LORAN code does not yet contain radiative properties for all these
species. Some properties are available for N, O, C, N +, O +, C +, e-, N2, 02, NO, C2, CO,
CN, and N +. For N, O, and C, bound-free and line radiation is computed. For N +, O +, and
C +, free-free radiation is considered. The following molecular radiative transitions are included:
N_-(1-); N2(l+); N2(2+); N2 Birge-Hopfield; NO 13, NO % and 02 Schumann-Runge; CN violet;
CN red; CO(4+); and C2 Swings bands. As more properties become available, they will be added
to the LORAN input set.
Flow-field condition input is also required through some interface. In the stand-alone LORAN
code, these data reside in the file restart.dat, which is also opened in the code.
7.3. Output Files
The following output files may be produced, depending on the control flags set:
standard output name may be set by user; contains FORTRAN errors and warn-
ings; echoes parameter values used; summarizes spectrum and flux
calculation
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flow. out single-zone I-ordered Tecplot 2 computer file that contains normal
coordinate and flow-field properties along stagnation grid line with
4 temperatures and 11 species number densities (for air)
fluxdiv, out single-zone IJ-ordered Tecplot file that contains grid coordinates and
divergence of radiative flux for each normal grid line
qr. out multizone I-ordered Tecplot file that contains normal grid coordinate
and positive and negative intensity/flux (I + and Ij or q+ and qv) for
each normal grid line (one zone per grid line); uses block format
rademis, out single-zone I J-ordered Tecplot file that contains grid coordinates and
radiative emission at each point in radiation subgrid; includes atomic
contimluIn, molecular, atomic line, visible, and ilffrared-only atomic line
emission
radneq, out summary of data input and radiation calculation; gives total emission
results and reports irregularities in calculation
walrad, out single-zone I-ordered Tecplot file that contains path length coordinate,
upper limit of spectral range, and wall radiative intensity/flux at each
surface grid point
wsp. out multizone I-ordered Tecplot file that contains spectral output:
frequency points, spectral intensity/flux, and running integral of
intensity/flux for each normal grid line (one zone per grid line)
Tecplot files are the input files for the Teeplot plotting program. (See ref. 39.) A description of
their format is given in appendix E.
8. Conclusions
A new method for computing radiative heating in thermochemical nonequilibrium flow fields
has been developed. This method takes advantage of a priori knowledge of the radiation spectrum
to generate an optimized spectral array' for radiation calculations. Computational efficiency is
further enhanced by the assumption of smeared molecular bands. The theoretical basis and
practical application of the method have been summarized here.
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
May 23, 1994
2Tecplot: trademark of Amtec Engineering, Inc., Bellevue, WA, 98009-3633.
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Appendix A
Gaussian Units
For the reader's convenience, the Gaussian system of units is redefined here.
c speed of light in vacuum, 2.9979 x 1010 cm/sec
e electron charge, 4.80286 x 10 -10 statcoulomb
h Planck's constant, 6.6262 x 10 -27 erg-sec
k Boltzmann's constant, 1.3807 x 10 -16 erg/K
me electron mass, 9.1095 x 10 -28 g
The following relations hold among several of these quantities:
The Bohr radius a0 is given by
h 2
a0 -- 47r2mee2
----0.52918 × 10-8cm
The fine structure constant _, a dimensionless quantity, is
2_re2
hc
= 7.292 x 10 -3
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Appendix B
Molecular Radiation Model
Smeared Band Derivation
In the discussion that follows, Zeldovich-Raizer refers to reference 9; Herzberg refers to
reference 13. The energy differentials for the molecular transitions are established first. The
expressions given below for the energy levels are to some extent based on curve fits. In most
cases, improvements are possible.
For electronic transitions, the energy levels are given by Ee, the electron energy of a particular
energy level measured from the ground state. For vibrational transitions, the energy levels are
obtained from the fourth-order expression given by Herzberg,
(B1)
Thewhich includes a correction for the anharmonicity of the vibrational energy potential.
vibrational levels range from the zero-point energy at v = 0 to some maximum v determined
by the dissociation of the molecule. The coefficients in the above expression are spectroscopic
constants and are available from several sources. The values used in the LORAN code are
those collected by Park for the NEQAIR code. The energy levels for the rotational transitions,
including a correction for nonrigid oscillators, are
Er = hc[BvJ(J + 1)- DvJ2(J + 1) 2 ] (B2)
where the spectroscopic constant By has been corrected for rotational effects as
Bv = Be - o_e v + -_
and the second rotational spectroscopic constant Dv is
_ De
- 4Be3 (B4)
These levels range from zero energy at J = 0 to some maximum J, again determined by
dissociation of the molecule for each vibrational level. The spectroscopic constants for rotational
energy states are also those collected by Park.
The complete molecular energy level is
Etot = Ee + Ev + Er (B5)
where the individual energy contributions are given by equations (B1) and (B2) above. Desig-
nating the upper level by the superscript u and the lower level by l, the wave number (inverse
wavelength) of a particular transition is
_ W_ot- E[o t
A hc (B6)
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For convenience in manipulating these expressions, one special wave number is defined, the wave
number with zero rotational quantum number and arbitrary vibrational quantunl numbers.
Thus,
1 E u - E 1 E,';- E 1
)_ _v I he + hc (B7)
The formidable expression for the wave number of an individual transition is simplified by
tile selection rules for rotation. (See refs. 9 and 13.) A detailed discussion of these selection rules
and of the designation of molecular states is outside the scope of tile present work. Nevertheless,
these rules allow the development of three specific wave numbers for the transitions AJ = -1,
0, and 1, which are denoted P, Q, and R, respectively. Therefore,
1 1
l 4 l_ (J)" (2De+
.,kp ,,kvuvl
1 1
14 , ( J ) (2D,_- 2D:)_ +(j) (De_DU)+ 13 1AQ Avuvl
+
1 1
/_R _vUvl
-[-(jl)2(D1- B_,-13D, u + BU)+.]l(3B_-12D:- B_,)+ 2B_ - 4D:' (B10)
After the molecular band spectra are thus determined, the probability of a transition between
levels must be evahmted to obtain an expression for the absorption coefficient. This probability
is obtained from a quantum mechanical analysis. The resulting expression for the transition
probability is given in Zeldovich-Raizer:
BvU ,jil
Aul = AAvlj t
647r 4 3 2
= 3_Bhc. _ (_'BvUj,,At,lj,) VelBAq,,u,,lPju J` (Bll)
where the upper state degeneracy gB has been added to the denominator to account for
degenerate states. (See ref. 13, p. 21.) Also, qv_v l is the Franck-Condon factor for the probability
of a vibrational transition, Pjujl is the probability of a rotational transition, and D 2 is theelBA
square of the matrix element (sre2, used by Park in the NEQAIR code, is the nondimensional
value, which is divided by (aoe) 2, the squared product of the Bohr radius and the charge of
an electron) arising from the wave function in the quantum mechanical analysis. The Einstein
coefficient for spontaneous emission is A and super- and subscripts A and B denote the lower and
upper electronic states of the molecule, respectively. Using the principle of detailed balancing
leads to the well-known relationship between the Einstein coefficients for emission and absorption
(i.e., refs. 27 or 9),
c 2
Bl u _ gu Au l (B12)
8re h_3ul gl
If this relationship is expressed for energy states rather than energy levels, the degeneracies gu
and gl are identically one, by definition. As a practical matter, the use of energy levels, which
may be degenerate, is preferred because it reduces the bookkeeping required.
3O
The absorption coefficient _lu is related to the Einstein coefficient for absorption Blu (ref. 40)
by
_lu -= nlBlu hulu (B13)
Substituting equations (Bll) and (B12) in this last expression yields the desired expression for
the spectral absorption coefficient,
_ gBvuj u 87r3 2
t_VAvIgl,BvU,lU 9AvlJ l 3gBhcNAvlJI(VAvlJI, BvuJu)DelBAqvuvlpJuJtF(v) (B14)
where F(v) is a normalized line shape. This expression must be evaluated for each A, B, v u,
v l, ju, and jl to obtain the complete absorption spectrum of a molecular species. The smeared
band model averages out the rotational line structure by summing equation (B14) over ju and
introducing an average frequency -_BvU,Av I for tile rotational lines. The result is
87r 3 1
-- 2 1 --
_VAJfl,_vu 3hc 9A NAvljlDelBAqvuvtI_ (V)VBvU'Avl (B15)
where use has been made of the relation _d_pj_,dt = I, which expresses the fact that all
transitions occur between two levels of the molecule. The degeneracy has been expanded into
its components,
where
gAvJ = gAgvgJ (B16)
gv =-- 1
because no degenerate vibrational levels exist and
(roT)
gj = 2J + 1 (B18)
For most rotational lines, J >> 1 and the ratio of rotational degeneracies in equation (B14) is
approximately equal to 1. This approximation has been used even for transitions with low values
of J. The error introduced in a single transition with a low rotational quantum number can be
as much as 300 percent; however, only a few transitions have low J, so that the effect on the
overall absorption coefficient is small. The error incurred by introducing the average frequency
vBvUAt,l for all rotational lines in the band v I - v 'u is minimal _1 to 7 percent.
To obtain the complete absorption coefficient, equation (B15) is now summed over the final
vibrational level v u. This summation yields
87r 3 1 2 oc
NAvl jl DelBA F(v) Z qv u vI PBt, u,Av l (B 19)
I";VAvljl,B -- 3hc 9A vU
Here, the frequency remains inside the summation and is not averaged, as the variation can be
large.
The mean value theorem is then used to define an average absorption coefficient for a line by
integrating over one line width for
fli 81r 8 1 D2 x _ _t_V At'l dl,B dbl -- _c gA N Avl J l elBA _ qvuvl V BvU Avl = I_U Avl jl,B Av (B20)
Ile UU
where Av is the line width.
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Equation(B20)is thensolvedfor gv andsummedoverthe initial rotationalandvibrational
levelsto obtain
OO
87r 3 1 2 oc oc (B21)
-KVAB -- 3hc gA DeIBA _ _ qvuvlVBvU, Avl _ NAvl JtA_,
v l v u jl
where the sum term is zero for any transition which does not absorb radiation in the frequency
interval considered.
Equation (B21) is the complete formula for the smeared band absorption coefficient for a
molecular species. In this form it contains two approximations: an average frequency for the
rotational lines in a vibrational band and the averaging over a single line. To use this expression
in a radiation model, the various parts must now be amplified in terms of known quantities.
In nonequilibrium conditions, the number density in a particular energy level is given by the
following expression, where the existence of rotational and vibrational temperatures and the
separability of the rotational and vibrational energy modes have been assumed:
NAvlJ 1 ----NAexp(-Evl/kTv) exp(- Ejl/kTr)gjl
Qv(Tv) Qr(Tr)
(B22)
where Qv and Qr are the vibrational and rotational partition flmctions, respectively. The
population of the electronic energy level N A must be obtained from some nonequilibrium
excitation calculation. In the present work, Park's QSS method (ref. 14) has been used. The
partition functions are obtained from their definition
Qi(V,) = exp(-E/kV )
i=O
(B23)
In practice, the upper limit of this summation is imposed either by predissociation in the
rotational case or by numerical limits arising from inaccuracies in the higher order coefficients
of equation (B1) for the vibrational ease. (The rotational case is discussed in a separate section
below.) For the vibrational ca.se, the sum may be terminated when the contribution of the next
term is less than some threshold percentage of the partition flmction. The size of each term
must also be monitored to detect the onset of significant inaccuracies in equation (B1); these
inaccuracies occur at a high enough vibrational quantum mnnber that the sum for the partition
function can be truncated at that point.
The next term to be examine(t in equation (B21) is An, which introduces another al)proxi-
mation of the smeared band model. The line width A_ is assumed to be a t)proxinmtely equal
to an average line spacing. To evaluate the line spacing, consider the three expressions for the
line centers, equations (B8) (B10). If the terms Dr, are neglected comt)ared with the terms B_,
(they are much smaller), the equations reduce to
1 1
1 1
AQ Av,vl
1 1
(B25)
(B26)
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For a line with ,]l >>1,whichis thecasefor mostlines,thesethreeexpressionscollapseinto the
singleform
1 tY
, (,, )__ + (,/)2 _,, _ ul, (B27)
/_v%,l
Solving for u and taking the derivative with respect to d (reinembering that AJ = 1 for adjacent
lines) gives
z,. = 2_J_lU,,,,- u,,_l (B28)
where the absolute value is taken to ensure that tile average spacing is positive. Equation (B27)
also yields an approximate expression for jl in terms of the wavelength or wave number
"_ AvU_ t Bvu - Bvl
(B29)
Because (dl) 2 > 0, the right side of this equation must also be positive. This situation implies
for Bvu > Bvl that )%_vl > /X and for By,, < Bvl that ,kvUvl < ),. These requirements are the
mathematical statements of the fact that each vibrational band absorbs in only a portion of the
spectrum. In an evaluation of the absorption coefficient for a particular band, the wavelength or
frequency considered must be checked for the above conditions to avoid superfluous contributions.
The rotational energy levels in equation (B2) contain the assumption that d l >> 1. This
assumption allows the replacements dl + 1 _ jl and 2J l + 1 _ 2J I. Equation (B29) can then
be substituted in equation (B2) with the result
{I ( ')](-:') '
1)2 _1} (B30)
This expression can then be substituted in the rotational exponent in equation (B22). It
constitutes the final approximation of the smeared band model.
Tile last term to evaluate in equation (B21) is the averaged frequency VBvUAv l. This term
must be evaluated separately for so-called E and non-E transitions according to the rotational
selection rules mentioned above. For a given vibrational transition, equations (B8) (B10)
describe the line centers of each rotational transition (eq. (B9) is not allowed for E transitions).
Because the 0-0 rotational transition is always forbidden, VBv,,Avt can be evaluated as follows:
C
_BvU,Av I =(_)BvUAv l
3alnax + 1 Lj,__I
1 1 + -- (B31)
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C_13v',Av l :(_)13.t?l.Avl
_ c 1
2J/nax + 1 _PP l) 1] / 321
where equation (B31) is for non-E transitions and equation (B32) is for E transitions.
Substituting equations (BS) (B10) in equations (B31) and (B32) and collecting terms result
in the following expressions for the averaged frequency:
-- + (2B_{ - 4D_) +
_BvU'Avl AvUvl 3J[nax + 1 3J/nax + 1
j;,_.,0(-= 013( =) -=+1]× (lo _(,,3D-3De/,,J:nax+ + + 30
(J;nax) (J;nax +
+(6D:-6DU ). l 2 4l 1)2 +(3B u-3B_-15De u+3D/)
J/rex(J/max + 1)(2J/nax + 1) (3B,: 3B / 12D u) J/max(J/nax + 1)x 6 + - - 2 (B33)J
c c(J/max + 1) c
- - + (2B_!_ - 4D_c_) +
UB"U'Avl Avuvl 2J/nax + 1 _ 2J/nax + 1
{( )( )( )[ ( )l 2+3J/nax l]J/nax2D:-2DU''Jlmax+l"'2Jlmx+l._3. J:nax. + 30
X
/ 2 l 1)2 _,[2/3u 2B/v 14D: 2D"_,)+(4D / -4D:)(J_nax)(Jlnax +
• 4 + - - +
J;._x(J_._x+ (B34)× J_n_(J;,_,, + +6 + 2B_- 2B{,- 12D_ 1)2
where again the first form is for non-E transitions and the second is for E transitions. These
equations could be implemented as is; however, the result is simpler and still accurate if the
terms De are neglected compared with the terms By. The result is
[1 )]- l / 1)(J/nax 2 (B35)2Bv(J_nax + 1) 3(By u - Blv) Jmax(Jma x + +UBvU,Avt=C _ + 3J/nax+l + 3J/nax+l
[1= e --VBvU,Av l Avuvl u l2By (Jmax + 1)--+ 2J/_ax + 1 _ 1)(J_m_+ 2)]2(B_- _,_)j_ (JLx ++ _ - -- :- max2J_nax + 1 3 (B36)
These equations for non-E and E transitions can then be substituted in equation (B21) and the
averaged spectral absorption coefficient can be calculated.
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Thefinal resultfor thesmearedbandmolecularabsorptioncoefficientis
87r3 1 D, 2
_l i_u
NA[exp(- ,/kr,,) 2,/+ l×
z__, [ @,(T,,) 2c,fllB,,,, - BdIQ,.(Tr )
.11
( {[ ( _)](1 1) 1× exp -he B[,- c_:_, v / + X Av_,,I By"- _,,/
1), 1 } )](_[,)2 ), A.,,,_ (_,,,, _ _,_)2 /kT,. (B37)
where F is given by equation (B35) h)r non-E transitions and by equation (B36) for E transitions,
and the vibrational energy Evt is evaluated from equation (B1) with the appropriate vahms for
the lower energy level. To be consistent, the approximation 2,] 1 + 1 _ 2,11 is used to reduce tile
fraction inside the summation over ,l t.
Alternatively, the mean value theorem can be applied in equation (B14) to obtain an average
absorption coefficient for a single rotational line. The same summations and averaging as above
can then be performed. The only difference from the result in equation (B37) is that the averaged
frequency _Bv_,4v I is replaced by V'Avl.ll,i31,njl , which is essentially the speed of light tinles tile
wave mnnber A-1 appearing in the exponential term above. This substitution eliminates the
need for the calculation of PBv_,4_,l. The approximations required to obtain this result are that
b'AI/.ll,BvU,ll _ t/Avl.ll,BNt.ll 4 1
"_ b'Avl ,]l ,Ilv_ ,11 _ 1 (B38)
which nnlst be true for the closely spaced rotational levels, and that
2,f * + 1
2,fl + 1
_. 1 (B39)
for ,1_ = .1I, .P' = jl _ 1, and ,l u = ,l I + 1. As discussed above, this approximation will be
true except for a few low values of J and is acceptable. In general, it will introduce less errors
than would tile calculation of PBvUA_,l. This alternate smeared band development is used ill tile
LORAN code fl)r both emission and absorption, although the coding for both has been retained.
The smeared band absorption coefficient is then
v,:t H --
8rr 3 1 D2 oc ac: qv_'v I _c N 4
aJ,,, F_, ), o.,,(r,,)
vl v u ,]l
exp(-Ej/a-T,,)
IB,.,, - B,,_I(2,-(T,.)
1)2 1 })](_)2 a a,7_,,_ (B,,,,-B/)2 /kT,. (B40)
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A smearedband expressioncan be developedfor the molecularemissioncoefficientby a
processparallel to that for absorption.The total emissionin a rotational line je is obtainedILl
from the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission:
Je l = NuAuthvul (B41)
The emission intensity at a particular frequency is obtained by dividing by the solid angle and
introducing F(v). Thus,
.e NuAulhuul F(t,) (B42)
2v*a -- 47r
Substituting equation (Bll) for the Einstein coefficient yields
16rr3 4 2
J_a = Nu 3_Bc2VutDelBAqvuvlPjujt F(u) (B43)
To obtain the smeared band result, this expression must first be summed over jl and the average
frequency YBvU, Avt introduced. Using the summation rule for Pjujt gives
16rr3 /- \4 2
jeAvl,U_ua_, : NBvuJu 3--_Bc2 (,UBv,U,Avl ) DetBAqvuvlF(u) (B44)
In parallel to the development for absorption, the sum over v I is now performed. Thus,
167r3 2
: E
v I
(B45)
where again the frequency remains inside this summation for accuracy. The average emission
coefficient for a single rotational line is now obtained using the mean value theorem,
oo
dr/ 167r3 2 4j_A,BvUju.e -- DelBANBvujUEqvuvl ( V BvU,Avl)
ne 3gB c2
v l
_ A 1.1
= JUA,Bv_j u (B46)
This equation can now be solved for the rotationally averaged ernission coefficient. The
complete smeared band emission coefficient is then obtained by summations over the final
rotational and vibrational levels ju and v u. The result is
Oo
-:e 16rr3 2 ac ao ( ) (B47)3UAB -- 3gBC 2DelBA E E qvuv t -_"vU.Av l 4 E NBvUjUAt,
vu vl ju
As in the case for absorption, the infinite sums are truncated by dissociation.
The average frequency PBv_,Av I in equation (B47) is the same as that for absorption and is
given by equations (B35) and (B36) for non-E and E transitions, respectively. The average line
spacing is also the same and is given by the expression in equation (B28) with the rotational
quantum number expressed in terms of the wave number according to equation (B29). The final
term in the emission coefficient, the nonequilibrium upper level population, is found from the
expression
NBvuau = NBexp(-Evu/kTv)" exp(- Eju / kTr )gju
Qv(Tv) Qr(Tr) (B48)
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where the vibrational and rotational energies are given as a function of wave number by
equations (B1) and (B30), evaluated for the upper energy level, and the electronic level
population N B is obtained from tile QSS method. The evaluation of the partition functions
was discussed in the section on absorption.
Substituting all these expressions in the emission coefficient of equation (B47) yields the
smeared band result
JUAB=C 39B c2167r32 _ oc ( ,Av l).l-- DelBA _ E q,,%,l PBpU
oc
x ENB
j 'tl
exp(- E,,u/kTv) 2JU+ 1
Q,,(T,,) 2c,P'IB,,,, - B,,tlQ_(T,-)
(c4¢)2 A A_,_,,1 (B,,,, B,t) 2 (B49)
Again, the approximation 2,1 u + 1 -_ 2J u is used inside the summation over ju for consistency
with the level of accuracy of the result.
As mentioned above, an alternate development is possible in which the mean value theorem
is applied to equation (B43). This alternate model in which PBvU,Av I is replaced by r,Avljl,BvU.ll
is the one implemented in the LORAN code, although coding for both has been retained. The
smeared band emission is then calculated from
16rr3 2 P°c X-"°c' c3 K-"°c NB exp(_Evu/k_, )
3gBc 2 DelBA _ L., qv_t, l A-4 _ @,(Tv) IB,,,, - Bt, l }Or(Tr)
lr t'_ v I
( {I < ') '× e×p -hc u2 - (_ ,,_ +
• Av,q I Bvu Bvl
1)2 , })1(_4{)2 _ ,x,,,,_ (/3,,,, -_3_)2 /kT_ (BSO)
Maximum Rotational Quantum Number
The maximum rotational quantum number Jmax can be determined to varying levels of
approximation. The first-order calculation would predict the maximum when the energy of a
level exceeds the dissociation energy of the species. As discussed in Herzberg (ref. 13), however,
predissociation may occur due to the shape of the energy potential curve. Whiting, Arnold, and
Lyle (ref. 41) developed a computer code based on this fact to predict tile maximum rotational
quantum number. The method was later refined by E. E. Whiting, Eloret Institute, Sunnyvale,
California, in a private comnmnication. This most recent method has been adopted for use here.
For every vibrational band of each molecular contributor, it computes the maximum allowable
rotational quantum number and is based on the shape of the Morse centriflagal potential that
describes the rotating and vibrating molecule.
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Further enhancementsto the theory for the maximumrotational quantumnumberare
possible,but this levelof accuracyis sufficientfor thecurrentpurpose.
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Appendix C
Code Structure
Flowtrace Calling XYee Report
Ordinal Level
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 4
6 5
7 6
8 5
9 6
10 7
11 6
12 5
13 6
14 7
15 8
16 6
17 7
18 7
19 7
20 8
21 7
22 8
23 9
24 10
25 8
26 8
27 9
28 10
29 9
30 9
31 9
32 8
33 8
34 8
35 6
36 7
37 7
38 5
39 6
4O 6
41 ,5
42 6
43 6
44 6
45 5
Routine name
*SYSTEM
RMAIN
RADIAT
EVENLN
RDNONEQ
ASPECT
SORT
CONTN2
MUCDNT
TAINT
MUMOL
EXCT
MDISSEQ
EQC
PARTM
MOLEXT
EQC (REPEAT to Tree Ordinal 14)
PARTM
PARTQ
PARTM
QSSM
ELECD
CROSAB
TAINT
EQC (REPEAT to Tree Ordinal 14)
EXCTML
AI3
SIMP
CROSAB (REPEAT to Tree Ordinal 23)
GAMC
GAMI
EXCTMM
PMINV
RATED
QSS
EONE
PMINV
LINT2
FREQ
MULE
MSPECT
CULL2
CULLER
MSGRT
NODEN
39
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
6
5
6
7
8
7
8
5
4
5
6
4
5
PARTM
RADIN
MOLIN
JMAX
FKMAX
VMAX
FKMAX
SORT
SLABTR
TSFULL
TRNEQ
SUBGRD
TPD
4O
Appendix D
Input Guide
Flow-Field, Control, and Line Inputs
Flow-Field Data: Nonuniform Condition Inputs
Below are the inputs for the flow field. This group contains the nonuniform condition inputs.
The following information is passed through the call statement to the radiation subroutine
rdnoneq.
etaln(k)
tln(k),trln(k),tvln(k),teln(k)
(xnln(k,j), j=1,25)
kir
ispct
array containing the normal coordinate of the grid points
on the current normal line of the flow-field grid, cm
arrays containing respectively tile heavy-particle trans-
lational, rotational, vibrational, and electron-electronic
temperatures along tile normal grid line, K
array containing the number densities in cm -3 of the
radiating species along tile normM grid line in the
following order: N, O, C, H, Ar, N +, O +, C +, N , O ,
C-, It-, e-, N2, 02, NO, C2, H2, CO, CN, C3, and N_-,
with three spares; the program can compute the number
densit.i(,s of the negative ions N-, O-, C-, and H using
a Saha equilibrium relation for these trace species; it also
can compute an equilibrium mlmbcr density of N_ if no
value is included for it
k dimension of ra(tialion subgri(t along norinal line
flag for ol)timizcd spectrmn computation (initially set, to
O; code sets to 1 afl, er speclrum is computed)
Control Data
The following data are contained in file radneq.in. They are read into the program in
subroutine radin.f. Generally, only the values on the first five car(is in this input file must
t)e changed unless a user has newer atomic line data. (Note that these inputs are ca.lled cards:
in fact, they are simply lines in tile input file. The terminoh)gy has been retained from the
RAI)/EQUIL co(te.)
Card 1, For,,lal ([10.4)
Field 1, (Columns 1-10), tw
Wall temperature (K). ITsed in the radiative transport calculation. To
obtain the incident radiation, this value should be set to zero so that
the wall reradiation does not affect the result.
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Card 2, Format (2f10.2)
Field 1, (Columns 6-15), wmin
Minimum frequency for the radiation computation (eV).
Field 2. (Columns 16-25), wmax
Maximum frequency for the radiation computation (eV).
Card 3, Format (20il, 15a4)
Field 1, (Columns 1-20), kr
see description below
Field 2, (Columns 21-80), CASE
Title of the case (alphanumeric) used for identification of printed out-
put.
Description of kr flags
Column 1
Colunm 2
0
1
Column 3
0
1
Column 4
0
1
Column 5
0
1
Column 6
0
1
Column 7
0
1
not used
determines whether continuum radiation is included
include
do not include
determines if molecules are to be included in the calculation
molecules can be included (see also the ncrc variable which overrides
this control)
molecules are not included (regardless of what ncrc is)
determines whether the lille contributions are calculated
exclude lines
include lines
determines whether equilibrium or nonequilibrium excited state popula-
tions are to be used
nonequilibrium
Boltzmann equilibrium
determines accuracy of rotational partition function used
approximate
exact
determines whether intensity or flux is to be calculated
intensity
flux
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Column8
0
1
Column9
0
1
Column 10
0
1
Column 11
0
1
Column 12
0
1
Cohmm 13
0
1
Columns 14 to 16
Column 17
0
1
2
Columns 18 to 20
determines whether frequency or wavelength is used in output
uses frequency, hu, eV
uses wavelength, X, /_
determines if the program is to check the validity of the continuum fre-
quency grid (i.e., do the input spectral limits include at least 95 percent
of the radiative energy?)
tile grid is checked, use for energy transfer calculations
the grid is not checked, use when only a selected part of the spectrum is
of interest
determines whether incident or transmitted radiation is to be calculated
incident
transmitted
determines whether tangent slab transport is used
nontangent slab
tangent slab
determines atomic line shape used
Doppler/Lorentz
Voigt
determines whether surface absorption and transmission properties are
to be read in
not read in
read in
not used
determines the amount of output
normal output
moderate output
extensive output
not used
Card 4, Format (24i3)
Field 1, (Columns 1-3, 4-6, etc.), ncrc
Determine which radiation phenomena are to be included in the calcu-
lation and which are not. Flags for the species are given in the order
shown in Table D.I, with meaning shown at right. Note that for the
molecular species, the code is currently set up to include all bands or
none. There is no provision to turn single molecular bands on and off
from the input file. See the section on Input Files for a list of the
molecular bands currently in LORAN.
HI
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Card 5, Format (6e12.8)
Field 1, (Columns 1-12),tob
Estimated maximum flowfield temperature (K), usedto determine the
necessaryspectralregion(seekr(9)) LORAN will also use the maximum
temperature input in the Flowfield Data described previously.
iii
Table DI. Radiation Phenomena Flags (See Card 4)
Index _ Flag for species
1 N
2 O
3 C
4 H
5 Ar
6 N +
7 O +
8 C +
9 N-
10 O-
11 C-
12 H-
13
14 N2
15 02
16 NO
17 C2
18 H2
19 CO
20 CN
21 C3
22 N +
Atomic and ionic species
0 _ skip entirely
1 --* bound free
2 --_ bound free + line
3 --* bound free + flee free
4 --* bound free 4- free free 4- line (every atomic type)
5 --* free free + line
6 --_ free free
7 _ line
Electron
Molecular species
0 ---* not included
1 --* include through subroutine mumol
(Smeared rotationallinemodel)
Line Data
Basic radiation data. This group is the atomic radiation database and should not be changed
unless new species are added, new data become available, or a different treatment of multiplet
lines is to be used. Special treatment is given to the four Lyman and Balmer a and _ lines.
Half-width information (a gamp value; see "Data on Line Transitions") is read in for each of the
remaining hydrogen lines. (Note that the hMf-width information for the Lyman "y and Paschen
a lines is used to set up the frequency coordinate system only. For the lines which are still higher
than these, the input HWHM is used throughout the transport calculation.) The hydrogen line
calculation is from Nicolet's work and has not been checked for the LORAN code. Therefore,
the user should expect problems.
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Card 1, Format (40i2)
Field 1, (Columns1-2), nhv
Number of line groupsto be included in the calculation (maximum of
25). A discussionof the judgmentsinvolvedin selectingthe appropriate
number of line groupsis given in the discussionof the fhvm and fhvp
values.
Field 2, (Columns 5-6), nxi
This is the number of special hydrogen lines for which no HWHM data
is read in. When the hydrogen lines are to be included, nxi = 4. Oth-
erwise, it equals zero.
Line group specification.
Cards 1, 2...hi, Format (6e12.4)
Field 1, (Columns 1-12, 13-24, etc.), fhvm
Low frequency, boundaries on the line groups. An fl_vm value along
with an fhvp value defines a frequency increment. All the lines with
their centers within that increment define a line group. The continuum
properties are evaluated at only one frequency point for each line in
the line group. Contributions to the transport from sources outside the
boundaries of the line group area are not taken into account. Therefore,
the boundaries of a line group should never be too close to the center
of a line within the group.
Cards nl+l, nl+2...n2, Format (6e12.4)
Field 1, (Columns 1-12, 13-24, etc.), fllvp
Corresponding high frequency boundaries on the line groups.
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Cards n2+l, n2+2...n3, Format (6e12.4)
Field 1, (Columns 1-12,13-24,etc.), fhv
Frequenciesusedto determinewhether a line group falls within wmin
and wmax. Usually taken to be roughly midway betweenfhvm and
fhvp. Thus fhv is referred to as the "average" frequency of the line
group.
Hydrogen index (skip this group if nx± = 0).
Card 1, Format (40i2)
Field 1, (Columns 1-2, 3-4, etc.), ia
Indices on the line groups which contain the special hydrogen lines (one
per group, maximum). The line groups are always numbered sequen-
tially starting with those at the lowest frequency. (The calculation of
hydrogen lines is from RAD/EQUIL and has not been checked out in
LORAN.)
Number of lines per line group.
r
Card 1, Format (40i2)
Field 1, (Columns 1-2, 3-4, etc.), nu
Number of lines in each line group to be treated individually. Must
equal the number of line data cards read in for each group. When-
ever a line is incorrectly assigned to a line group the program will stop
and write out the message "LINE CENTER. OITT OF GROUP FRE-
QUENCY RANGE."
Data on line transitions.
Cards 1,2...no. of lines, Format (i2,1x,i2,2e12.1,3e12.2,fS.1,f7 3)
Fields 1-9, nd, nup, hvl, if, gamp, xnol, gup, gl, el
see descriptions below
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Table DII. Index of Radiating Species and Level
Index Species
1-22
23-41
42 49
50-57
58 65
66-73
74 81
82- 89
N
O
C
H
Ar
N+
O +
C+
Field 1
Field 2
Field 3
Field 4
Field 5
Field 6
Field 7
Field 8
Field 9
(columns 1 2), nd index of the lower (absorbing) level of the line; identifies
the radiating atomic and ionic species and level according to the scheme in
table DII where the index increases (for each species) with increasing energy
level
(columns 4 5), nup index of the upper (emitting) level of the line
(columns 6 17), hvl frequency of the center of the line, eV
(columns 18 29), ff f-number of the line when the lower level of the transi-
tion is unlumped; when it is lumped, ff=(gee*f)/gee(sum over lumped), where
gee is the statistical weight of the unlumped lower level of the transition
(cohlmns 30 41), gamp HWHM per free electron due to Stark broadening,
evaluated at 10 00(} K (see ref. 3)
(columns 42 53), xnol number of lines in a given line group which have
identical properties; it is used only when nmltiplet-averaged lines are included;
spectral properties are calculated for the averaged line; the line width is then
multiplied by the number of original lines to obtain the effective total; only
lines in the low-frequency region (roughly less than 5 eV) should be averaged in
this manner; in cases where approximate results are sufiqcient, high-frequency
lines nlay be multiplet-averaged as well
(cohmms 54 65), gup statistical weight of the upper level of the line (used in
resonance broadening calculation only)
(columns 66 70), gl statistical weight of the lower level of the line
(cohmms 71 77), el energy level of the lower state of the line transition, eV
Surface Absorptivity Emissivity and Transmissivity Data
Skip this input deck if kr(13) _ 1.
Card Set 1, Free Format
Fields 1 through nabtr, fabtr(j)
Frequencies at. which surface properties are given (eV)
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Card Set 2, Free Format
Fields 1 through nabtr, ahv(j)
Surface absorptivity/emissivity at corresponding frequency
Card Set 3, Free Format
Fields 1 through nabtr, tmsw(j)
Surface transmissivity at corresponding frequency
NEQAIR Excitation and Radiation Inputs
The following data are contained in file neq. in. They are read into the program in subroutines
radin.f and molin, f. Note that all inputs are in cm -1 for consistency with the NEQAIR code,
but the inputs are immediately converted to electron volts within the code.
Atomic Data
This excitation database for atoms will not change unless the user has new data, new models,
or new species. These data must be included for each atomic species in the radiation calculation.
Energy level data.
Card 1, Format (lx,2a4,1x,gl0.3)
Fields 1-2, (Columns 2-9), atomx
Atomic species name.
Field 3, (Columns 11-20), eiona
Ionization potential of the corresponding ion (l/era).
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Card 2, Format (8g10.3)
Fields 1-4, (Columns1-40), gp
Degeneraciesof the first four electronicstatesof the correspondingion.
Fields 5-8, (Columns41-80),ep
Energylevelsof the first four electronicstatesof the correspondingion
(l/cm).
Transition data.
Card set 3, Format (2i5,2g10.3)
Field 1, (Columns 1-5), me
Index of the electronic level.
Field 2, (Columns 6-10), npr
Principal quantum number of the electronic level.
Field 3, (Columns 11-20), elev
Energy level of the electronic state (1/cm).
Field 4, (Columns 21-30), stwt
Degeneracy of the electronic state.
r •
Card set 1, Format (2i5,2g10.3)
Field 1, (Columns 1-5), jl
Index of lower level.
Field 2, (Columns 6-10), ju
Index of upper level.
Field 3, (Columns 11-20), al
Optical transition rate.
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Card set 2, Format (i10,2g10.3)
Field 1, (Columns 1-10),jp
Index of level.
Field 2, (Columns 11-20), cz
Constant multiplier in expression for continuum absorption coefficient.
Field 3, (Columns 21-30), anz
Exponent in expression for continuum absorption coefficient.
Card set 3, Format (4(2i3,1pg8.1,0pf5.2))
The following fields repeat across and down this card set.
Field 1, (Columns 1-3), jl
Index of lower electronic level.
Field 2, (Columns 4-6), kl
Index of upper electronic level.
Field 3, (Columns 7-14), al
Constant multiplier in expression for excitation rate between two levels.
Field 4, (Columns 15-19), el
Exponent in expression for excitation rate between two levels.
Molecular Radiation Data
The following inputs are used in the radiation calculation portion of the LORAN code and
are the properties for radiating transitions. This database should be changed only if new data
become available or new species are added. These data must be included for each molecular
band in the radiation calculation.
5O
Card 1, Format (lx,2a3,3x,f10.3,4i5)
Field 1-2, (Columns2-7), amol(1-2,ib)
Name of band.
Field 3, (Columns 11-20),aw(ib)
Molecular weight of species,(g/tool).
Field 4, (Columns21-25),lmol(1,ib)
Type index of molecularband.
Field 5, (Columns26-30),lmol(2,ib)
Number of bands.
Field 6, (Columns31-35),lmol(3,ib)
Number of energy levels.
Field 7, (Columns36-40),lmol(4,ib)
Symmetry factor for heteronuclear(1) and homonuclear(2) molecules.
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Card 2, Format (i10,7g10.3)
Field l, (Columns 1-10),lmol(3,ib)
As above
Field 2, (Columns 11-20), sp(2,1,ib)
Alternating line strength factor (not used).
Field 3, (Columns 21-30), sp(3,1,ib)
Dissociation energy of state (1/cm).
Field 4, (Columns 31-40), sp(4,1,ib)
Morse potential constant /3 (1/cm).
Field 5, (Columns 41-50), sp(5,1,ib)
Equilibrium internuclear separation distance (A).
Field 6, (Columns 51-60), sp(6,1,ib)
Dissociation energy including zero point vibrational energy (1/cm).
Field 7, (Columns 61-70), sp(7,1,ib)
A, a tfigher order energy level correction (not used) (1/cm).
Field 8, (Columns 7t-80), sp(8,1,ib)
Angular momentum quantum number (not used).
i
Card 3, Format (8g10.3)
Same as Card 2 for the upper state of the band (with 2nd index=2) except.
Field 1, (Columns 1-10), sp(1,2,ib)
Reduced mass of molecule (g/tool).
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Card 4, Format (8g10.3)
Field 1, (Columns 1-10),sp(1,3,ib)
Degeneracyof lowerelectronicstate of band.
Field 2, (Columns 11-20),sp(2,3,ib)
Energylevel of lowerelectronicstate of band (l/cm).
Field 3, (Columns21-30),sp(3,3,ib)
Spectroscopw
Field 4, (Columns
Spectroscopic
Field 5, (Columns
Spectroscopic
Field 6, (Columns
Spectroscopic
Field 7, (Columns
Spectroscopic
Field 8, (Columns
Spectroscopic
constanta;¢of lowerstate of band (1/cm).
31-40).sp(4,3,ib)
constant w¢x_ of
41-50), sp(5,3,ib)
constant w_:y_ of lower state of band (1/cm).
51-60), sp(6,3,ib)
constant _.,_z¢ of lower state of band (1/cm).
61-70), sp(7,3,ib)
constant b_ of lower state of band (1/cm).
71-80), sp(8,3,ib)
constant a_. of lower state of band (1/cm).
lower state of band (1/cm).
Card 5, Format (8g10.3)
Same as Card 4 for the upper state of the band (with 2nd index=4). 1
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Card 6, Format (2f5.1,2g10.3,iS)
Field 1, (Columns 1-5), vib (1,j,ib)
Vibrational quantum number of upper state of vibrational transition.
Field 2, (Columns6-10), rib (2,j,ib)
Vibrational quantum numberof lower state of vibrational transition.
Field 3, (Columns11-20),vib (3,j,ib)
Averagevalueof the sumof the squaresof the intermoleculardistance
re for the vibrational transition.
Field 4, (Colmnns 21-30), vib (4,j,ib)
Franck-Condon factor for the vibrational transition.
Field 5, (Columns 31-35), ka (j,ib)
Maximum rotational quantum number for the vibrational transition.
Card 6 is repeated for each vibrational transition considered.
Molecular Excitation Data
The following inputs are used in the excitation calculation portion of the LORAN code and
are the properties for all excited states required to obtain populations for those excited states
which radiate. This database should be changed only if new data or species are available or if
new excitation models require testing. These data must be included for each molecular species
treated in the LORAN code.
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Card 1, Format (lx,2a3,3x,f10.3,6i5)
Fields 1-2, (Columns2-7), amolec(1-2,is)
Nameof molecular species
Field 3, (C,olumns 11-20), awb(is)
Molecular weight of species.
Field 4, (Columns 21-25), lmolec(1,is)
Number of electron-impact dissociation cross-section data sets (maxi-
mum 4 allowed).
Field 5, (Columns 26-30), lmolec(2,is)
Number of electron-impact excitation cross-section data sets (maximum
6 allowed).
Field 6, (Columns al-a5), lmolec(a,is)
Number of energy levels (maximum 8 allowed).
Field 7, (Columns 36-40), lmolec(4,is)
Number of first few electronic levels for which quasi-steady-state cal-
culation is made (maximum 4 allowed).
Field 8, (Columns 41-45), lmolec(5,is)
Symmetry factor (l=hetero, 2=homonuclear).
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Card set 2, Format (8910.3)
Field 1, (Columns 1-10), spec2(1,jn,is)
Electronic degeneracy of state jn.
Field 2, (Columns 11-20), spec2(2,jn,is)
Energy level of state ju (1/cm).
Field 3, (Columns 21-30),spec2(3,jn,is)
Spectroscopic
Field 4, (Columns
Spectroscopic
constant we of state jn (1/cm).
31-40), spec2(4,jn,is)
constant wexe of state jn (1/cm).
Field 5, (Columns 41-50), spec2(5,jn,is)
Spectroscopic constant weye of state jn (1/cm).
Field 6, (Columns 51-60), spec2(6,jn,is)
Spectroscopic constant ¢oez¢ of state jn (1/cm).
Field 7, (Columns 61-70), spec2(7,jn,is)
Spectroscopic constant be of state jn (1/cm).
Field 8, (Columns 71-80), spec2(S,jn,is)
Spectroscopic constant c_ of state jn (1/cm).
Field 9, (Columns 81-90), spec2(9,jn,is)
Equilibrium internuclear separation re (Angstroms)
Field 10, (Columns 91-100), spec2(10,jn,is)
Dissociation energy Do (1/cm).
Field 11, (Columns 101-110), spec2(ll,jn,is)
Rotational spectroscopic constant Dr (1/cm).
Field 12, (Columns 111-120), spec2(12,jn,is)
Second rotational spectroscopic constant t3_ (1/cm).
Card 2 is repeated for each energy level to be included for the molecule.
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Card 3, Format (lx,2a3,3x,7g10.3)
Field 1-2, (Columns 2-7), atom(1-2,1,is)
First dissociated atom created from this molecular species.
Field 3, (Columns 11-20), atw(1,1,is)
Atomic weight of atom
Field 4, (Columns 21-30), atw(2,1,is)
Dissociation energy for the molecule (1/cm).
Field 5, (Columns 31-40), atw(3,1,is)
Degeneracy (statistical weight) of ground state of atom.
i i II
Card 4, Format (1x,2a3,3x,Tg10.3)
The above information is repeated for the second dissociated atomic
species.
Card 5, Format (20a4)
Field 1, (Cohmms 1-80), title
Information concerning the source of the dissociation cross-sections
which follow.
i
Card 6, Format (8g10.3)
Field 1, (Columns 1-10), edis(it,is)
Dissociation energy of it-th electronic state (1/cm).
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Card 7, Format (8g10.3)
Field 1, (Columns 1-10,11-20,etc.), ed
Electron energyfor dissociationcross-section(1/cm).
Card 8, Format (8g10.3)
Field 1, (Columns 1-10,11-20,etc.), sigmd
Cross-sectionsfor dissociationat energyed(cm _).
Cards5 8 are repeatedfor eachsetof dissociationcrosssections.
Card 9, Format (lx,2a3,3x,3i5)
Field 1, (Columns2-4), spelll
Lowerstate of molecular transition.
Field 2, (Columns5-7), spell2
Upper state of molecular transition.
Field 3-4, (Columns 11-20), ilst(1-2,it,is)
Lower and upper electronic state index (it=transition number in a
molecule).
Field 5, (Columns 21-25), heard
Number of cards of Franck-Condon factor data which follow.
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Card set 10, Format (5(2i3,g10.3))
The following fields repeat acrossand downthis card set.
Field 1, (Columns1-3), jl
Lowerstate index.
Field 2, (Columns4-6), j2
Upper state index.
Field 3, (Columns7-16), fl
Franck-Condonfactor for the transition betweenstates jl and j2.
Card ll, Format (20a4)
Field 1, (Columns 1-80), title
Information concerning the source of the electron-impact excitation
cross-sections which follow.
Card 12, Format (8g10.3)
Field 1, (Columns 1-10, 11-20, etc.), ee
Electron energy for electron-impact excitation cross-section (1/cm).
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Caxd 13, Format (8g10.3)
Field 1, (Columns 1-10, 11-20, etc.), sigma
Cross-sections for electron-impact excitation at energy ee (cm 2)..
Card 14, Format (8g10.3)
Field 1, (Columns 1-10), arad(mu,ml,is)
Radiative transition probability for the transition from level rnu to ml.
i
Cards 9-14 are repeated for each transition considered.
6O
Appendix E
Tecplot File Format
The Tecplot output produced by the LORAN code consists of both I- and IJ-ordered files.
Each file starts with a variables declaration of the form shown in the first line of table EI. The
second line contains information about the size of the file and the order of the data. In table EI,
imax is the size of the I-ordered data set. If the optional jmax is included, it implies an IJ-ordered
data set and gives a second dimension. The term orderformat is an optional variable indicating
the data layout. When excluded, each column in the file corresponds to a variable. When set
to block, each row of data corresponds to a variable (multiple rows will appear for each variable
when the data set dimensions are large). Data for the zone then follow and are ordered according
to orderformat and whether the file is I or IJ ordered.
Additional zones of data can be included in the same file (for example, the variables along
each normal grid line can be included as separate zones), as shown in table EI.
Table EI. Tecplot File,Format
VARIABLES = vnamel, vname2, ...
ZONE I = imax, [J = jmax,] [F =
Data for ordered zone
ZONE I = imax, [J = jmax,] [F =
Data for ordered zone
etc
orderformat]
orderformat]
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